
CHAPTER

10 Management Control in
Decentralized Organizations

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
When you have finished studying this chapter,you should be able to:

I. Define tlecenlralizatum and identify its expected benefits and costs.

2. Distinguish between responsibility centers and decentralization.

J. Explain how the linking of rewards to responsibility-center performance metrics affects
incentives and risk.

4. Compute returnon investment (ROI),economic profit,and economic value added (EVA).

5. Compare the incentives created by income. ROI, and economic profit (or EVA) perfor¬
mance measures.

6. Define transfer price* and identify their purpose

7. State the general rule for transfer pricing and use it to assess alternative transfer prices
based on local costs, variable costs,or martet prices

8. Identity the factors affecting multinational transfer prices

9. Explain how controllability and management by objectives (MBO) aid die implementation
of management control systems.

ÿ NIKE

In a little more than 30 years, Nil- has become the largest sports and fitness company in die world. It
has grown from a small Beaverton,Oregon, company into a global giant with a presence in many different
sports. For example, in the world of soccer, Nike was only a minor factor 10 years ago. Now Nike has
placed itself at the center of attention for soccer fans worldwide Nike has endorsement arrangements

with the Italian and French national teams, as well as Manchester United, FC Barcelona. Inter Milan, and
PSV Eindhoven Further, its visibility continues to grow Nike was the official sponsor and supplier for
Chinese athletes for the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games

From 1986 to 201 1. Nike's revenues increased from $1 billion to almost $21 billion. During this
same period, the percentage of non-U.S revenues increased from 25% to 57%. Nike now has more stores

outside the United Sates than inside. While footwear still accounts for more than half of Nike's sales,

apparel sales now account for nearly one-third A sampling of endorsements (promotional contracts with
famous sports teams, individuals, and organizations) in addition to the soccer teams previously listed
gives another perspective on the company's global presence Tennis stars Roger Federer. Rafael Nadal,

Maria Sharapova. Serena Williams; basketball sars Kobe Bryant. LeBron James, and Kevin Durant; and
golfs Trevor Immelman. Anthony Kim. and Paul Casey all have endorsement deals with Nike. Watch
almost any sports event on television, and you are likely to see the Nike "swoosh" logo.



Nike made a conscious decision to go global—a process that has generated
substantial financial rewards. What are some of the keys to success when a com¬
pany like Nike decides to significantly expand its operations abroad? To manage
and coordinate widely dispersed operations, Nike needs information. Increasing
sophistication of communications—Internet,e-mail, and worldwide cellular phone
coverage—means that geographical separation no longer implies lack of access
to information. While communications technology can help Nike and others get

information quickly, the information they receive is determined by their manage¬
ment control system.

This chapter focuses on the role of management control systems in decen¬
tralized organizations such as Nike. We discuss how companies use perfor¬
mance metrics to motivate managers of separate units, including various ways
of measuring performance to encourage actions by managers that are in the
company's best interests. Finally, we address the special problems created when
one segment of an organization charges another for providing goods or services. ÿ

CentralizationVersus Decentralization
As organizations grow and undertake more diverse and complex activities, they face decisions
about how much decision-making authority to delegate to lower levels of the organization.
Concentration of decision-making authority only at the highest levels of the organization is
centralization. Delegation of decision-making authority to lower levels is decentralization.
Note that centralization or decentralization is a matter of degree, depicted as a choice along the
continuum shown in Exhibit 10-1. The lower in the organization that authority is delegated, the
greater the decentralization.

Nike has delegated a great deal of decision-making authority to the local-market level. For
example, local Nike managers in Germany made the decision to sign an endorsement contract
with world-champion racecar driver Michael Schumacher. According to CEO Philip Knight,
"|Previously| it would have taken a move from within the company headquarters to strike such a
deal----Hut this time it was a decision made in country."The local German manager knew that
Schumacher was extremely relevant to the German market and that this would l>e a "profit driven,

culturally significant, and brandenhancing move." Knight credits this move toward decentraliza¬
tion for Nike's rapid increase in international sales: "It is a great example of what we ore trying
to do: Make decisions on the ground in faraway places."

The best choice along the continuum betweencentralization and decentralization is seldom
obvious. In fact, organizations and industries seem to cycle from increasing decentralization to

increasing centralization, and back again, l-'or example, a decade or so ago most airlines, such as
South ChinaAirline, IberiaAirlines and Air France,decentralized. In contrast, at the some
time, Sabena, Belgium's state-owned airline until its bankruptcy in 20(11, undertook a central¬
ization effort. In the insurance industry, Aetnadecentralized at the same time AXA Equitable
was centralizing. I-et's take a look ut some of the factors companies consider as they choose their
position along the centralization/decentralization continuum.

O IriterlatoWanvy

Mko Is a globally decentralized
company Customers throughout

the world recognize Its "swoosh"

trademark. Achieving the appropriate

balance between autonomy at the local
level and efficiencies at tho corporate

level Is a challenge when designing

Nike's management control system.

Objective I

Define decenliahation and identify

its expected benefits and costs.

centralization
G»ncentrution of decision¬
making authority only at the
highest levels of unorguni/ution.

decentralization
The delegation of decision¬
making uulhority to lower levels
of the organization. The lower
in the organization thul uulhority
is deleguled, the greater lite
decentralization.

Centralization Decentralization

Maximum Constraints
Minimum Freedom

Minimum Constraints
Maximum Freedom

Exhibit 10-1
Centralization Versus Decentralization
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Costs and Benefits of Decentralization
Most organizations realize benefits from some level of decentralization. Managers oflower-level
units (which we will refer to as "local" managers), often have the best information concerning
localconditions and, therefore, are able to make faster and !>eiter decisions on local issues titan
higher-level managers (which we will refer to as "central" managers). By delegating decision¬
making authority to local managers, central managers free up time to deal with larger issues
and fundamental strategy. In addition, decentralization gives local managers un opportunity to
develop their decision-making ability and other management skills, ensuring thut the organiza¬
tion develops future leaders. Finally, local managers who are given more authority often have
greater motivation andjob satisfaction.

Decentralization also has its costs. Local managers may make decisions that are not in
the organization's best interests. Why? Either because they act to improve their own segment's
performance at the expense of the organization or because they do not fully understand ihe
effects of their decisions on other segments and the organization us a whole. In a decentral¬
ized organization, innovative ideas to improve performance are less likely to be shared across
units. Local managers in decentralized organizations also tend to duplicate services that might
be less expensive if centralized (e.g., accounting, advertising, andpersonnel). Furthermore,costs
of accumulating and processing information frequently rise under decentralization because top
management needs additional accounting reports to learn about and evaluate decentralized units
and their managers. Finally, managers in decentralized units may waste time negotiating with
other units about goods or services that arc being transferredbetweenunits.You con see some of
the benefits of decentralization in the Business First box on page 4 1 1.

Decentralization is more popular in profit-seeking organizations (where accountants can
more easily measure outputs and inputs) than in nonprofit organizations (where it is more diffi¬
cult to find reliable performance measures, so granting managers freedom is more risky). Central
management can give local managers more freedom when it can more easily measure the results
of their decisions and thereby hold localmanagers accountable for the results. Ina profit-seeking
firm, poor decisions become apparent from die inadequate profit generated.

segment autonomy
Tlie delegation of decision¬

making power to managers of
segments in an organization.

Middle Ground
The optimal choice along the centralization/decentralization continuum is likely to differ from
one company to the next. For every Nike that finds the benefits of increased decentralization
exceeding the costs, another company finds the costs exceeding the benefits. Infact, the optimal
choice for one part of the organization may differ from the optimal choice for another part. For
example, many companies decentralize much of the controller's problem-solving and attention-
directing functions and handle them at lower levels. Incontrast, they generally centralize income
tax planning and mass scorekeeping functions such us accounting for payroll.

Decentralization is more successful when an organization's segments are relatively inde¬
pendent of one another—that is. when the decisions of a manager in one segment will not affect
other segments. When segments do much internal buyingor selling, much buying from (lie same
outside suppliers, or much selling to the same outside markets, they are candidates for more
centralization.

InChapter 9, we stressed that managers should consider cost-benefit tests, goal congruence,
and managerialeffort when designing a managementcontrol system. If management lias decided
in favor of heavy decentralization, then segment autonomy—the delegation of decision-making
power to managers of segments ofan organization—is also crucial. For decentralization to work,
however, this autonomy must he real, not just "lip service." Top managers must lie willing to

abide by decisions made by segment managers in most circumstances.

Objective 2

Distinguish between responsibility
rente's and decentralization.

Responsibility Centers and Decentralization
Design of a management control system should consider two separate dimensions of control:
( I) the responsibilitiesof managers and (2) the amountof autonomy they possess. Some managers
confuse these twodimensions by assuming that profit-center managers always have more decen¬
tralized decision-making authority titan cost-center managers. This is not necessarily the case.
Some profit-center managers, such as those at General Electric, possess vast freedom to make
decisions concerning labor contracts, supplier choices, equipment purchases, personnel deci¬
sions, und so on. In contrast, profit-center managers at oilier companies need top-management



usiness First
Decentralization and Teamwork Across
Alfred P. Sloan developed (he concept of decentralization;
modem writers tout "teamwork" Many corporate models
exist for die delegation of decision-making for charities, for
non-profit organizations, and for educational establishments
like the Higher Colleges of Technology (HCT) In the
United Arab Emirates.

HCT decentralizes decision making. Operating on
17 campuses located across the seven countries In the
United Arab Emirates (UAE), this university has more than
20,000 students and over 2,000 faculty and staff. HCT pro¬
vides 92 academic programs for students, and 44,000 UAE
nationals have graduated since the establishment of the first
four campuses in 1987. Consistency in the provision of educa¬
tional services to students is essential in order to contribute
to national development through che education of the youth.

In the UAE. In the cities of Abu Dhabi. Madinat Zayed,
Al Aln, Dubai, Ras Al Khaimah, Ruwals, Sharjah, and Fujairah.
HCT Colleges are providing a diversity of programs In
modern, technologically equipped campuses. The chancel¬
lor of HCT appoints a director for each college. The direc¬
tor Is responsible for finances and organization. So each
college operates like the national division of a multina¬
tional corporation. The colleges have a great deal of inde¬
pendence in addition to the highest quality in all programs.
HCT has put a rigorous program of quality assurance sys¬
tem (PQAS) In place for this purpose. HCT places a strong
emphasis on International accreditation and benchmark¬
ing, and each college also has Its own separate budget. Both

Campuses
nonfmancial and financial goals are consistent with the HCT
philosophy of education, "the lantern that lights your way in
a dark alley," and HCTs commitment is to keep the lantern
shining brighdy.

Stnce each college of HCT is responsible for Its own reve¬
nues and expenses, the issues that arise day-to-day are similar to

die issues faced by for-profit corporations. Like the corporate

board ofamultinationalorganization,theboard ofHCToversees
the directors who are responsible for day-to-day operations.
The board provides a vital resource; the opportunity for direc¬
tors to share the issues that arise. This process is encouraged
at eveiy level so that the best solutions from the decentralized
campuses are employed. Information from each of the campuses
is generated to provide solution resources, but the board (quite
intentionally) does not dirccdy make decisions for each of the
colleges—that is left to the directors.

In turn, the colleges share information within their
organizations, developing proprietary programs and
"ownership" at each college location. So although independent
of one another, the decentralized colleges work well together.
As with multinational corporations, difficulties can arise
from time to time. Interactions are inevitable among college
faculties particularly, for example, when students admitted to

one faculty take classes in another. Again, as with multina¬
tional organizations a classic transfer-pricing problem arises
In this way HCT brings the advantages of local decision making
and the accompanying superior motivation into HCT's overall
philosophy of continuous Improvement in higher education.

approval for almost all the decisionsjust mentioned.Similarly, cost centers may be more heavily
decentralized than profit centers. The fundamental question in deciding between using a cost
center or aprofit ceuier for a given segment is not whether heavy decentralization exisis. Instead,
the fundamental question is, lor whatever level of decentralization that exisis, "Will a profit
center or a cost center better solve die problems of goal congruence and management effort?'

The management control system should he designed to achieve the best possible alignment
between local manager decisions and the actions central management seeks. For example, aplant
mayseem to lie a "natural" cost center because the plant manager has no influence over decisions
concerning the marketing of its products. Nevertheless, some companies insist on evaluating a
plant manager by the plant's profitability. Why? Because they lielieve this broader evaluation
base will positively alfect the plant manager's behavior. Insteadof being concerned solely with
runningan efficient cost center, the system motivates the plant manager to consider quality con¬
trol more carefully and react to customers' special requests more sympathetically. In designing
accounting control systems, top managers mustconsider the system's impact on behavior desired
by the organization.

Performance Metrics and Management Control
A major factor in designing decentralized management control systems is how the system's
performance metrics affect managers' incentives. Incentives are the rewards, both implicit
and explicit, for managerial effort and actions. A performance metric is a specific measure of
management accomplishment. Organizations should choose performance metrics that improve
die alignment of manager incentives with organizational objectives. The organization wants
managers to use decision-making autonomy to meet the company's objectives, not to pursue

Objective 3

Explain how the linking of rewards
to responsibility-eeotpr perfor¬
mance metnes affects incentives
and nsk.

411
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incentives
Reward*.,both implicit and

explicit, for managerial cfforl
and uclions.

performance metric
A specific measure of

management accomplishment.
agency theory

A theory that deals with
relationships where one party

(the principal)delegates
decision-making authority to

unother party (the agent).

other goals. For example,Nikeexecutives wanted the company's manager of German operations
to sign auto-racer Michael Schumacher to a contract only if it would create additional profits for
Nike, not to provide an entree for the manager into the inner circles of auto racing,

Agency Theory, Performance, and Rewards
Agency theory provides a model to analyze relationships where one party (the principal) del¬
egates decision-making authority to another party (the agent). Agency theory is useful to analyze
situations where there is imperfect alignment hetween the principal's and agent's I) information
and 2) objectives. As discussed earlier, it is common for local managers to have better informa¬
tion uhout their units than do higher-level central managers. Because the local managers have
different information than central managers, they make different decisions. Similarly, as dis¬
cussed in Chapter 9, it is common for tlie objectives of local managers to differ from central
organizational objectives. Agency theory provides a framework U) analyze these differences in
designing a management control system.

Exhibit I(I-2 shows how the design of a management control system affecLs the actions of
managers. Managers have beliefs about how alternative action choices will lead to outcomes for
their unit,and the management control system specifies how outcomes transhue into unit perfor¬
mance metrics and into both explicit tuid implicit rewards. Managers' preferences motivate diem
to select actions that generate outcomes measured and rewarded by a company's management
control system. Tlie manager's understanding of how the control system links outcomes, perfor¬
mance metrics, and rewinds influences the manager's choice of actions. Thus, the right metrics
and rewards motivate actions that are in tlie company's best interests.

Tlie links between outcomes and performance metrics and rewaids are critical features of
the management control system While die importance of explicit links is clear, implicit links
may also be important. For example, the management control system might include an explicit
link that specifies the amount of bonus dial will be paid for different levels of profit, but there
may lie an additional implicit link between performance and promotions. Similarly, it is impor¬
tant to recognize that rewards may be monetary or nonmonetary. Examples of monetary rewards
include pay raises and bonuses. Examples of nonmonetary rewards include praise, better offices,
and other perquisites. Tlias, while we often focus on explicit monetary rewards, remember that
implicit and nonmonetary rewards associated with outcomes undmetrics play important roles in
the management control system.

One important rule for performance measurement is clear: You gel what you measure.
Managers focus on areas where an organization measures managerial performance, even when
the managementcontrol system does not include explicit rewards tied to the measures.Therefore,
it is important to choose accounting measures that provide objective and easy-to-understand
evaluations of performance, where managers Itelieve there is a clear connection l>etween their
action choices and the performance metric.

Agency Theory and Risk
Ideally, companies should reward managers based on their individual performance, but often an
organization cannot directly measure a manager's performance. For example, a company may
not lie able to separate the manager's effect on responsibility-center results from the effect of
other factors beyond a manager's contiol. Tlie greater the influence of noncontrollable factors

Exhibit 10-2
Design of a Management
Control System

Design of a Management Control System

Action
Choices — Outcomes Kl' fcrfcrmanco

Metrics — Explicit and
Impfldt Rewords I

t t_ Fee&ack
Feedback
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on responsibility-center resulLs, the more problems there are in using the results to measure and
reward a manager's performance.

Consider a particular Niketown store. Suppose iLs profits increased dramatically. The fol¬
lowing factors all contributed to the increase inprofits:

• A lengthy strike by employees of a competitor resulted in many customers switching to Nike.

• The store implementeda new cost management system resulting in a significant reduction
in the costs of handling merchandise.

• Overall population growth in the store's region has been much higher Hum inother
Niketown locations.

• Lal>or costs in the regionhave not increased as much as in most Niketown locations.

• Employee turnover is lower than the system average. Employees cite their excellent rela¬
tionship with fellow employees and management as the reason for their high level of job
satisfaction.

From the factors listed, it is likely U>at a significant portion of the store's profit increase was due
to factors the store manager amid not control (the competitor's strike, population growth, and
regional labor a>sts). Nonetheless, it is also likely that a portionof the profit increase was due to

factors the manager could control (adopting the cost-management system and creating a produc¬
tive working environment for all employees). Ilow should Nike evaluate the performance of the
store manager? Should it measure the manager's performance by comparing profit across other
Niketown stores? What other measures amid Nike use?

An ideal performance metric would measure and reward the manager for controllable fac¬
torsand neither reward nor punish the manager for uncontrollable factors. Although this ideal is
hard to achieve, agency theory can guide the design of a system to link performance metrics and
rewards. When an organization hires a manager, the employment contract details performance
metrics and how they will affect rewards. However, not all rewards are explicitly specified. For
example, a company can reward a manager with a promotion, Imt the contract will probably not

explicitly specify the requirements for promotion.
According to agency theory, employment contracts must balance three factors:

I . Incentive:The more a manager's reward depends on a performance metric, the more incen¬
tive the manager has to take actions that maximize that measure. Top management should
define the performance metric to promote goal congiuence and base enough rewardon it to
achieve managerial effort.

2. Risk: The more uncontrollable factors affect a manager's rewind, the more risk the man¬
ager bears. People generally avoid risk,so a company mustpay managers more if it expects
them to hear more risk. Creating incentive by linking rewards to responsibility-center
results, which is generally desirable, has the undesirable side effect of imposing risk on
managers if noncontrollable factors affect some part of the center's results.

3. Cost of measuring performance: The incentive versus risk trade-off is not necessary if a
manager's controllable performance can l>e perfectly measured. Why? Because managers
completely control their own performance, perfect measurement of controllable perfor¬
mance would eliminate risk to the manager. With perfect performance measurement, a
manager could he paida fixed amount if lie or she performs as agreed, and nothing other¬
wise. But perfectly measuring controllable performance is usually inordinately expensive
if not outright impossible. The cost-benefit criterion therefore leads companies to rely on
imperfect but low-cost measures. Unfortunately, these measures frequently confound the
manager's controllable performance with uncontrollable factors.

Consider the example of a promoter hiredby a groupof investors to promote and administer
an outdoor concert. Suppose the investors offer the promoter a contract with pari guaranteed pay
and part bonus based on total attendance. A larger bonus portioncompared with the guaranteed
portioncreates more incentive, IhU it also creates more risk for the promoter. For example, what
happens if it rains? The promoter could do on outstanding job promoting the concert but the
weather might keep fans away. To compensate the promoter for added risk, the expected total
payment to the promoter will have to be higher for a contract where a higher portionof the total
payment is based on attendance. The investors must decide on the optimal irade-otl" between
the benefit from the added incentive created by a larger bonus and the extra total payment
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Objective 4

Compute return on investment

(ROI), economic profit, and
economic value added (EVA).

necessary >o compensate for the added risk. Note dial these contracting issues would not arise if
the investors could directly measure the promoter's effort andjudgment, rather than basing the
bonus on attendance at the concert, a low-cost and readily-available measure that unfortunately
is also influencedby factors outside the control of the promoter.

Measures of Segment Performance
It is hard ui find a company dial does not include some measure of profitability among its segment
performance metrics. For example, companies that use performance measurement systems such as
diebalancedscorecard(discussed inChapter 9)almost always include aprofitability measure among
dieir multiple metrics. Tlie trouble is dial there are many ways to measure profitability, iuhI it is not
clear which is die l>est measure. Is it income? Is it income before or alter interest and taxes? Is it an
absolute amount? A percentage? If a percentage, is it a percentage of revenue or of investment? In
diis section, we consider how alternative profitability measures affect managers' incentives.

Income Measures

Measures of income are readily available from the financial reporting system at any level of
the organization for which a company can identify revenues and expenses, such as a subsidiary,
a division, or a business unit. Moreover, accountants can easily customize income measures
to exclude factors that the company considers to be outside the control of the manager. For
example, earnings before interest and taxes (FBIT) excludes the effects of interest and taxes,
while earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) also excludes die
effects of depreciation and amortization.

However, income measures con create incentives to focus too narrowly on income without
considering the resources required to generate income. For example, suppose u manager is con¬
sidering an investment that will generate $1,000 of income. If die manager is evaluated only on
income, the incentive is to make this invesunent, whether the required investment is $5,000 or
$500,000. Thus, performance evaluation based on income measures can lead managers to focus
only on income and ignore the investment required to generate that income.

Similarly, income measures can provide misleading performance comparisons. Suppose a
company has two divisions,A, with operating income of $200,000, and B,with operating income
of $ 150,000. Further suppose the investment in division A is $20 million while the Investment in
division B is $1 million. The operating income measure obviously provides an incomplete com¬
parisonof the performance of the twodivisions. Althoughdivision A is generating slightly higher
operating income than division B. division A requires a far larger investment. Division B is gen¬
erating much higher income relative to the resources used to generate the income—SI50.000 of
income using $1 million of investment is lar Iwiter performance than $200,(MX) of income using
$20 million of investment.

return on investment
(ROI)

A meuNurc of income ilivided
by the investment required to

obtuin Ihul income,

Return on Investment (ROI)
A morecomprehensive measure of profitability that takes into account the investment required to
generate income is the return on investment (ROIL ROI is income divided by the investment
required to generate that income. For ugiven amount of investment (and holding risk constant),
the investor wants the maximum income.

ROI facilitates the comparison of a unit's performance with other segments within the com¬
pany or with similar units outside the company. Why? Because, unlike income alone, ROI takes
into account the investment required to generate the income. Furtlier, ROI is a return per unit of
investment and does not depend on the size of the segments being compared. In the preceding
example, division A has a much lower ROI than division B:

income
ROI

ROI division A

ROI division B

investment

$200,000

$20,000,000

$150,000
$I,<XX>,<XX>

1%

15%
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Income Income Revenue
ROl Invested Capital = Revenue X Invested Capital

Present Outlook 20%
16
80

16
100

X
100
80

Alternative:
1. Increase return on sales by

reducing expenses relative to sales.
25% 20

80 = 20
100

X 8|8
Alternative:

2. Increase capital turnover by
decreasing investment.

25%
16
64 =

16
100

X
100
64

Exhibit 10-3
Return on Investment as the Product of Returnon Sales and CapitalTurnover

Every dollar invested in division B isgenerating income of S IS. compared to the S.0I generated
by every dollar invested indivision A.

ROl as the Product of Return on Sales and Investment Turnover

As shown in the following equations, we can write ROl as the product of two items return
on sales (income divided by revenue) and capital turnover (revenue divided by invested
capital),

returnon investment
income

investedcapital
income revenue

returnon sales
Income divided by revenue.

capital turnover
Revenue divided by invested
capital.

revenue investedcapital

= return on sales X capital turnover

This expression shows that increasing either returnon sales or capital turnover will increase
ROl. Exhibit 10-3 shows an example where either of two alternatives could increase ROlto 25%
from its current value of 20%. Alternative Iimproves returnon sales by decreasing expenses rel¬
ative to sales without increasing investment. Alternative 2 increases capital turnover by decreas¬
ing investment without reducing sales Increasing capital turnover by decreasing investment

means using fewer assets, such as cash, receivables, inventories, or equipment, for each dollar of
revenue generated

Increasing turnover is one of the advantages of implementing the just-in-time (JIT) phi¬
losophy (see Chapter I). Many companies implementingJIT purchasingand production systems
are able to lower inventory levels while maintaining the return on sales, resulting in dramatic
improvements in ROl.

Measuring Investment
To understand what an ROl measure implies for a particular company, you must first determine
how the company defines its components: income and investment. We discussed alternative defi¬
nitions of segment income in Chapter 9.pages 37K-38I.so we will not repeal them here. In this
section, we discuss alternative definitions of investment

Definitions of Investment
Consider the following balance sheet:

Current assets 5 44K).(MX) Current liabilities $ 20(1.00(1

Properly,plant,and 9tK),(XX) Ixing-trrmliabilities 400,1X11
cquipmcnt.net _ Stockholder*' cquiry 700.000

Total assets S1.3<X),000 'Ibtal liabilities and stockholders.- equity SI.300.(XXI
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Possible definitions ol investment in thi*. example

I. Stockholders' equity: This definition considers only die investment by die stockholders,
$700,000.

2. Stockholders' equity and long-term liabilities, S700.000 +$400,000 = $ 1.100,000. This
definition encompasses not only the investment by stockholders but also the investment by
debt investors. The combinationol stockholders' equity and long-term liabilities is some¬
times described as long-term investedcapital. Note that because ol die accounting identity
totalassets short-term liabilities -* long-term liabilities +- stockholders' equity, thiscan
alternatively be computed as total assets less short-term liabilities,SI ,300,000-$200,000-
$1,100,000.

3. Stockholders' equity, long-term liabilities, and current liabilities, $1,300,000: This defini¬
tion encompasses all sources of financing for die firm. Because of the accounting identity,
this is alsoequal to total assets

Each of these alternative measures of investment paired with a measure of income yields
a specific ROI measure. For example, net income divided by the first measure, investment by
stockholders, is return on equity (ROE> while net income divided by the third measure, lolul
assets, is returnon assets (ROA>.

For measuring segment performance, firms usually rely on ROA because it is impossible to

measure investment by stockholders separately for segments Further. ROA focuses on how well
die div ision manager isusingassets without regard to how they were financed.

gross book value
The original cost of an asset

before deducting accumulated
depreciation

net book value
Tlieoriginal cost of an asset lev.

any accumulated depreciation.

Valuation of Assets
When firms use ROA measures, two additional issues arise related to die valuation of totalassets.
First,companies could valueassets contained in the investment base at eidier gross hook value
(the original cost of an asset) or net book value (the original cost of an asset less any accumu¬
lated depreciation). Second, they could value assets at either historical cost or some version
of current cost. Practice is overwhelmingly in favor of using net book value based on histori¬
cal costs, which are measures consistent with the numbers reported in die financial statements.

Ilowever, the following threesections explain when gross hook value or current cost might pro¬
vide a better measure of performance to achieve desired incentives, and how to decide whether
to measure assets at beginning-ot-the-pcriod values, end-of-the-period values, or at tlie average
value duing the period

HISTORICAL OR CURRENT COST7 Most companies favor historical cost over any measure of cur¬
rent cost such as replacement cost or liquidationvalues Yet. critics maintain diat historical cost

provides a faulty basis for decision making and performance evaluation. Historical costs may lie
far from what a company might pay to purchase the asset today or die amount it could get from
selling it—the values relevant todecisions affecting the asset. Despite these criticisms, managers
have been slow to depart from historicalcost.

Why is historical cost so widely used? Some critics would say that sheer ignorance is the
explanation. But a more persuasive answer comes from cost-benefit analysis. Accounting sys¬
tems are costly.Companies must keep historical records for many legalpurposes, so historical
records are already in place.A company spends no additional money evaluating performance
basedon historical costs. Many cop managers believe that improvements in collective operat¬
ing decisions that would result from using current cost are not large enough to warrant the
added expense

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT: GROSS OR NET? In valuing assets, we need to distinguish between
net and gross book values Most companies, use net hook value in calculating dieir investment
base However,a significant minority uses gross hook value. The proponents of gross book value
maintain that it facilitates comparisons between years and between plants or divisions. Under
gross values, performance evaluations depend only on what assets are in use.not on die deprecia¬
tion assumptions or how okl the assets are.

Consider an example of a $600,000 piece of equipment with a 3-year life and no
residual value.
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Year
Operating Income

Before Depredation Depreciation
Operating

Income

Average
Net Book
Value'

Net BV Rate
of Return

Gross Book
Value

Gross BV
Rate of Return

1 $260,(KM) $2(K),04K) $60.1KM) $500,000 12% $6(M),(KM) 10%

2 260,(KM) 200,(IK) 60,(KM) 3tK),(MK) 20 6(M),(KM) 10

3 260,(KM) 2(K),(MK) 60,000 100.01)0 60 6(M),(KM) 10

"(ShOO.OOO MOO,000)+ 2;($400,000 iS200«(X» *2: and «> on.

Notice thai operating income does not change in the example, yet die rate of return on net book
value increases as the equipment ages. In contrast, the rate of return on gross book value is
unchanged. Proponents of using gross book value for performance evaluation maintain that a
performance metric should not improve simply because assets are getting older. On the other
hand, advocates maintain that usingnet book value is less confusing because it is consistent with
the assets shown on the conventional balance sheet and with net income computations.

When choosing between net and gross book value, companies should focus on the effect
on managers' incentives. Managers evaluated usinggross book value will tend to replace assets

sooner than will managers in linns using net hook value. Consider a division of Nike that has
a 4-year-old machine with an original cost of SI,(MM) and net book value of $200. Tlte division
can repluce the machine with a new one that also costs $1,000. The choice of net or gross book
value does not affect net income. However, if Nike uses the net book value for measuring the
investment base, replacement will increase the investment base from $200 to $1,000. Incontrast,
if Nike uses gross book value, the hase is $1,(100 irrespective of whether the asset is replaced.
In summary, to maximize ROI, managers infirms using net book value have incentives to keep
old assets with their low book value because the lower book value implies a lower measured
investment. Managers in firms using gross book value have less incentive to keep old assets.
Therefore, using gross book value will motivate managers to ase more state-of-the-art produc¬
tion technology.

ASSET VALUES: BEGINNING, ENDING, OR AVERAGE? If investment does not change throughout
the year, it will not matter whether we measure assets at the beginning, the end, or average for the
year. However, if investment changes throughout the year, we should measure invested capital
as an average for the period. Why? Because income is a flow of resources over a periodof time,
and we should measure the effect of the flow on the average amount invested.The most accurate
measures of average investment take into account the amount invested month-by-month,or even
day-by-day. However, a simple average of the beginning and ending balances often provides
nearly the same result without going to the trouble required to produce greater accuracy. Suppose
division B had $800,000 of investment at Ihe beginningol the year and the flow of income grad¬
ually increased it to $ 1,200,000by the end of the year. The average of the beginningand ending
investment amounts is ($800,000 f $1,200,(MM)) +2=$I,(MM),(MM).

SUMMARY There are no universally correct answers with respect to such controversial issues
as historical values versus current values, or gross versus net asset values, or beginning veisus

average versus ending values, finch organization must design its management control system to
achieve the best possible decision making, taking into account Ihe cost-benefit trade-oil. This
approach is not concerned with "truth" or "perfection" by itself. Instead, the design should ask
questions such as the following: Will improvements in the system lie worth the added cost?Will
a different system achieve better goal congruence and managerial effort? Or, will our existing
imperfect system provide about the same set of decisions at lower cost?

Incentives from ROI

Although evaluation based on ROI causes managers to consider both income and investment
in their decisions, it still may not align the incentives for the manager with the goals of the
firm. ROI-based performance evaluation may provide inappropriate incentives for managers
to reject profitable investment opportunities or accept unprofitable investment opportuni¬
ties. Consider a company with two divisions A and B, where currently division A has an
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ROI of 5% and division I) lias an ROI of 15%. Suppose thai the large! return on invesimenls
is !(>%—the corporate goal is to make investments where the return is 10%or more and reject
investments where the return is less than 10%. If the company evaluates division managers
based on ROI, their incentives will not l>e aligned with this corporate goal. For example,
the division A manager has an incentive to adopt any investment that increases the division
A return above its current value of 5%-, including investments with returns between 5% and
10%, below the corporate target of 10%. Similarly, the division n manager has an incentive
to reject any investment that decreases the division B return below its current value of 15%,
including investments with returns between 10% and 15%, which are above the corporate
target of 10%-. The following sections explain how this issue is addressed by performance
measures such as economic profit.

economic profit
(residual income)

After-tux opcruling income
less ucupilal charge.

net operating profit
aftertax (NOPAT)

Income before intcre.st expense
hut uftrr tux.

capital charge
Company's cost of cupitul X

uvenigc investedcapital.

cost of capital
Tlic cost of long-term liabilities

undstockholder" e«|uily
weighted by their relative si/e.

economic value
added(EVA)

Adjusted ufler-tux
operating income minus tlx;

weighted-averugc cost of cupilal
multiplied by the adjusted

average investedcapital.

Economic Profit and EconomicValue Added (EVA)
Economic profit, also called residual Income, is defined as net operating profit after-tax
(NOPAT) less a capital charge. Net operating profit after-tax (NOPAT) is income before
interest expense but after tax. The capital charge is the company's weighted-average cost of
capital multiplied by the average investedcapital, where the cost of capital is the after-tax cost
of long-term liabilities and stockholders' equity weighted by their relative si/e. For example, a
division with net operating profit after-tax of $250,000, average invested capital for the year of
$ 1,000,000. and after-tax cost of capital of 10% has economic profitof S150,000:

Divisional net operating protit utlcr-tux S250,(XH)

Minus charge for uvcrugc invested cupitul (.10 X $1,000,000) 100,000

Equals economic protit (or residual income) SI50,000

Economic profit tells you the amount by which after-tux operating income exceeds the cost of
the capital employed to generate that income. In the example, divisional income exceeds the cost
of capital by $150,1X10.

Suppose a corporation lias a goal to earn a return on investment greater than the cost of
capital. Economic profit aligns incentives for individual managers with this corporate goal.
Investments that eurn a return in excess of the cost of capital will have positive economic profit
while investments that earn areturnbelow the cost of capital will have negative economic profit.
Therefore, managers evaluated based on economic profit have incentives to make an investment
if, and only if, iLs return exceeds the corporate cost of capital.

There are different ways to calculate measures of economic profit, depending on exactly
how a company chooses to define the terms used. One popular variant developed and marketed
by the consulting firm SternStewart & Co. is economic value added (EVA). In formula form,
Stern Stewart defines EVA as

EVA = adjusted NOPAT- (weighted-average costof capital x adjusted average investedcapital)

Stern Stewart's EVA measure incorporates adjustments to NOPAT und to invested capital.
These adjustments are designed to convert after-tax operating income into a closer approxima¬
tion of cash income and invested capital into a closer approximation of the cosh invested in the
economic resources the company uses to create value. Examples of these adjustments include
die following:

• Use taxes paid rather than tax expense.
• Capitalize (rather than expense) research and development costs as an asset.

* Use E1FO for inventofy valuation (thus companies using LIFO must add back the LIFO
reserve to investedcapital and add the increase or deduct the decrease in tlie LIFO reserve
to after-tux operating income).

• If a company deducts interest expense in computing operating income, it must add hack
after-tax interest expense to find NOPAT.
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Year

EP
Operating

Income

EVA
Operating

Income

EP
Average
Capital'

EVA
Average
Capital'

EP
Capital Charge

at 10%'

EVA
Capital Charge

at 10*4
Economic

Profit

Economic
Value
Added

Year 1 S 8 8+4-i -sir $42 $42 $42 $42 S 3.8 $ 6 8

Year 2 12 12-1= 11 SO S3 5.0 5.3 7.0 5.7

Year 3 12 12-1= 11 62 64 62 6.4 58 4.6

Year 4 _12 12-1= 11 74 7S 7.4 7-5 4 6 3.5

Total $44 $228 $234 S21_2 $20.6

'IncMMflow* bib ouumoJ to o«nrat the end of eachfft weagecjpKalbr ««»jtw a rquol to tcgmngm*d.BrgutMa) tapOal to j*« 1 n W liirtnafjcnijttn. begmrgupHal
Incintm by lite (OfiaptrdrgImxmfrom flw prrvkxnft*, larumple,yew 2 IPbrgrriagaf*MH $42 8-SO rdyt* 2 fVA brjmbg(jpul«S42 '11-S3
'lOftXEPmnpcaput
'lOW X EVA o»«f age capital.
'Accounting cpnatlng Iname IRAO experoe-UO jnwatcaflan -St-$4 $1-111.

All amount* In Ihli Eihlbit an In mlllloniof dollar*.

Exhibit 10-4
Comparison of Economic Profit (EP) and Economic Value Added (EVA)

Exhibit 10-4 compares economicprofitand EVA for anexample where EVA incorporaies an
adjustment for researchand development (R&D).Assume a division of Nike starts with invested
capital of $42 (all amounts in this example are in millions of dollars) and ends each year with
invested capital equal to beginning investedcapital plus the income for the year Further, to sim¬
plify the average capital calculations, assume that income flows do not increase invested capital
during the year but instead are added to capital at the very end of the year Under this assumption.
average capital is simply die beginning capital. Finally, assume the division's operating income
before accounting for R&D is SI2 each year and that Nike's cost of capital is 10%. For simplic¬
ity. we ignore income taxes in our example, but remember that EVA uses after-tax numbers.

Suppose die division spent $4 during year Ifor R&D of a new shoe with a product life
cycle of 4 years and tliere are no subsequent expenditures for R&D Economic profit calcu¬
lated according to U.S. financial reporting rules would show an expense equal to die entire S4 of
R&D in die first year, and no subsequent expense for R&D. resulting in income after R&D for die
4yearsof $8, $12 $ 12.and $12. Investedcapital wouldgrow by corresponding amounts from S42at the
beginning ofyear Ito S50. S62, $74,and finally to$X6at dieendofyear 4. Incontrast. EVA companies
look upon R&D as a capital invesunenL For puiposes of calculating EVA, Nike's division capitalizes
R&Dexpenditures andexpenses the $4 total cost as SI ofexpenseeach year of the product's4-year life
cycle, resulting in income after R&Dof $11.S1 1.$11,and SII Investedcapital would grow from S42
to S53, $64,$75. andS86at die end ofyear 4. Thus, total operating income across the 4 yean, is $44 for
eidier economic profit or EVA,and invested capital amounts at thebeginning and at the end of the four-
yearexample are die same under either economic profit or EVA Ikiwever.die timing ofthe recognition
of income and die corresponding timing of the increases incapitalduring the four yearsof die example
differ between EP and EVA.and dierefore die capital charge ditfers between EP and EVA.

Economicprofitover die4 years is$21.2,or $44 lessacapitalchargeof$228.EVA reflects the fact
that capital isadjustedupward by$3at the beginningof dieMCondyear ($4 investment inR&Dless the
51 amortized inyear I)to reflect diecapitalized investment inR&Dand then declines bySIperyear as
the company amoitizes die remainingR&D Hiese adjustments m EVA imply a larger capital charge of
$J in die second year, $ 2 in die diird year, and S. I in tie fourth year, soover die 4 years EVA deducts
an additional $.6 capital charge for die capital invested in R&DandEVA $44 -$23.4 = $206. After
learningabout present value inChapter 11.you willalsobeabletoshow that although total EP and total
EVAdiffer, the present valueof die streamsof EPandEVAdiscountedat diecostofcapital aredie same.

Stem Stewart lias identified more than 160different adjustmenls such as the adjustment illus¬
trated for R&D but usually recommends only a few for a specific clieni Many companies using
economic profit for performance evaluation develop their own set of adjustments to income and
capital, but all companies use the basicconceptof net operating profit after-tax less acapital charge.

Economic profit and EVA have received muchattention recently as scores of companies are
adopting them as financial performance metrics. AT&T, Coca-Cola, CSX, FMC,and Quaker
Oats claim that using EVA motivated managers to make decisions that increased shareholder
value. Because EVA explicitly recognizes die cost of the capital deployed, it helps managers in
these companies make better capital allocation decisions Further, some investment companies.
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such us Manhattan-based broker-dealerMatrix USA, use economic profit to rule stocks for their
investment clients.

Many companies are convinced that EVA has played a large role in their success. James
M. Cornelius, chairman of Guidant Corporation—a medical device company, owned by
Boston Scientific, thai is focused on caidiovascular disease—paid tribute to EVA on Stern
Stewart's Web site:

FromJay ona alGuidant, we linkedmanagementbonuses to EVAperformance targets. . . .
Ifa target acquisition isn't EVA positive here, we don't do it. We pay EVA performance
bonuses to Guidant technologists who develop new products within specified timeframes,
and we are seeing product innovation here that we've never seen before. All of our
employees . . . are performing at levels we've never before experienced. I'm convinced
these results are largely because of EVA. IEmployees) keep lookingfor ways to improve
our business because at the endof the day a significant share oftheir annual cash bonuses
are tied to EVA improvement----All that they have accomplished couldn't have been done
without EVA.

Siemens Corporation, Europe's largest electronics and electrical engineering firm and
Stern Stewart's first EVA client in Europe, reported in its annual report that "Siemens focuses
on EVA as the yardstick by which we measure the success of our efforts. The EVA performance
standard encourages our people to be efficient,productive and proactive in thinking about our
customers and their customers. These attributes translate into profitable growth and higher
returns." Examples of actions taken by Siemens to improve EVA include the sale of Slecor,
the fiber-optic cable business, to Corning, and the sale of its retail and banking business.
As stated by Siemens, "Divesting selected businesses has generated funds for more strategic
investments."

Making Managerial Decisions

One company iliat improved its EVA performance dramatically
over Ihc pasl two decades is IBM. In 1993, its EVA was a

negative $13 billion. By 2IKX), the company improved its EVA
to$2.2 billion. Like most companies, the economic downturn
in Ihc early 2tXK>s hurt its EVA, dropping it into the ncgutivc
range by 21X12. By 2005, IBM again had a positive EVA at just
under SI billion,and it remained positive through 2010.

Compute the EVA for IBMfor 201 1 using the following
data (in billions of dollars) without any of the specific adjust¬
ments recommended by Stem Stewart. As a manager, how
would you explain the past history of EVA and the current
EVA to investors?

2011

Net operating profit after tax

Invested capital

Cost of capital (assumed)

$ 16.3

74

10'*

Answer
Amounts arc in billions as follows:

EVA = Net operating profit after tax -cost-of-capital
percentage x capital invested

=$16.3 -.10x374

=$16.3- $7.4 =$8.9 Billion

The improvement from 1993 to 2<HK) was dramatic as IBM
moved from large negative EVA to positive EVA of 32.2 billion.
The company continued to show strong improvements as
EVA rose to $8.9 billion by 201 1.

Objective 5
Compart* the incentives created by

income. ROI, and economic profit
(or EVA) performance measures.

Incentives from Income,ROI,or Economic Profit
We have already discussed the main advantage of ROI relative to income measures—ROI
provides incentives for segment managers to take into account the cost of resources used
to generate income. But why do some companies prefer economic profit (or EVA) to ROI?
After all, both take into account the cost of resources used to generate income. As explained
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Without Project With Project

Division X Division Y Division X Division Y

Netafter tax operating income S 200,000 5 40,000 S 275.000 S 96.000
Invested capital 51,000.000 5800,000 51,500.000 51.600.000
ROI(net operating Income + Invested capital) 20% 5% 183% 6%
Capital charge (10%X Investedcapital) 5 100.000 5 80.000 S 150.000 S 160.000
Economic profit (net operating income - capital charge) S 100,000 5 (40.000) 5 125,000 5 (64,000)

Exhibit 10-5
ROIand Economic Profit for Divisions X and Y

on p. 414, ROI can motivate segment managers to make investment decisions that are not in
the best interests of the company as a whole In contrast, when a company uses economic
profit (or EVA) as a performance metric, managers have incentive to invest only in proj¬
ects earning more than the cost of capital became only those projects increase the division's
economic profit.

Consider two divisions of a company, division X with operating income of S200.000
and division Y with operating income of S40.000. Division X has average invested capital of
$1 million and division Y has average invested capital of SK(X).(NM) Assume that the company's
cost of capital is 1(1%, and. for simplicity, ignore taxes Suppose each division is considering
a new proposedproject Division X is considering Project A that will earn 15% annually on a
$500,(XX) investment, or S75,(XX) a year Division Y isconsidering Project B that will earn 7%
annually on an $8(X),(XX) investment,or $56,(XX) a year. Exhibit IO-5 shows ROI and economic
profit with and without tlie project for the two divisions.

Suppose performance evaluation is based on ROI. Would the manager of division X
invest in Project A? No. Even though Project A earns a return of 15% (which is above the
10% cost of capital), it would decrease ROI for division X from 20% to 18.3%. Would the
manager of division Y invest in Project B? Yes. Even though Project B earns a return of 7%
(below the 10%cost of capital), it would increase ROI for division Y from 5% to 6%. In gen¬
eral, the ROI profitability metric provides an incentive for divisions to invest in new projects
that earn a return in excess of their current return, rather than an incentive to invest in new
projects with a return in excess of the cost of capital Thus, performance evaluation basedon
ROI leads division X to reject a project with a 15% return and division Y to accept a project
with a 7% return.

Now suppose performance evaluation is basedon economic profit. FordivisionX. invest¬
ing in Project A would change economic profit from $100,000 to $125.(MX). This $25,0(M)

increase in economic profit is the S75,0<K) annual return from the new project less the
$50,000 annual cost of capital for the new project. In contrast to the decision under ROI. the
manager of division X would accept Project A. For division Y, investing in Project B would
change economic profit from S-40,000 to S-64.(XX> This $24,000 decrease is the $56,(MK)

annual return from the new project less theS80,(KM> annual cost of capital for thenew project
Thus, the manager of division Y would reject Project B. Evaluationbased on economic profit
motivates both managers to invest only in projects that earn a return in excess of the cost
of capital, whereas evaluation based on ROI leads both managers to incorrect decisions—
division A rejecting a desirable project and division B accepting an undesirable one. In gen¬
eral, use of economic profit or EVA will promote goal congruence and lead to better decisions
than using ROI.

Despite the succevs of economic profit and EVA. many companies still use ROI Why?
Perhaps because it is simpler to compute, more readily understandable by managers, and
easier to compare across divisions. Furthermore, in some cases, top management mini¬
mizes the dysfunctional incentives from ROI by emphasizing that managers should com¬
pare project ROI to the cost of capital, rather than to their existing ROI Remember that
companies try to choose a profitability measure to use in performance evaluation that aligns
managers' incentives with organizational goals without beingoverly complex or loo expen¬
sive to apply.
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Summary Problem forYour Review
PROBLEM
Suppose u division of Google has assets of $2.<XK>,0<>0. investedcapital of $ 1 ,800,000,and net

operating income of $600,(MX). Ignore taxes.

I. What is the division's ROI?
2. Ifthe weighted-average cost of capital is 14%, what is the EVA?
3. Suppose management uses ROIas a performance metric. What effects on management

behavior do you expect?
4. Suppose management uses economic profit as a performance metric. What effects on

management behavior do you expect?

SOLUTION
1. ROI $600,000+$1,800,(100 33%.
2. EVA - $600,000 -.14 <$1,800,000) = $600,000-$252,(MM) $348,000.
3. If the company uses ROI, the division manager has on incentive to reject new projects

that do not earn an ROIof at least 33%, the division's cuiicnt ROI. From die viewpoint
of the organization as a whole, this is undesirable if the cost ofcapital is only 14%. Ifa
division is enjoying ahigh ROI, it is less likely to expand if top management evaluates
performance using ROI than if it evaluates performance using FVA.

4. If the company uses FVA, the manager is inclined to accept all projects whose expected
rate of return exceeds the weighted-average cost of capital. The manuger is more likely
toexpand the division because his or her goal is to maximize a dollar amount ratlier
than u late.

Objective 6

Define transfer piveM and identify
their purpose.

transfer price
Tlic price ul which one segment
of an organization sells prislucts

or services to another segment of
the sumc organization.

Transfer Pricing
When ull the segments of a decentralized organization are independent of one another, segment
managers can focus only on their own segmentsbecause what is best for their segment is gener¬
ally best for the organization as u whole. In contrast, when segments interact, such as buying
or selling in the same markets, there is a possibility that what helps one segment hurts another
segment badly enough to have u negative net effect on the entire organization. For example,
two Nike sales divisions may compete for the same customer by cutting prices, thereby reduc¬
ing the company's overall marginon sales to the customer. The more customers (and supplier)
two segments have in common, the more a company should consider combining the two seg¬
ments into one to minimize dysfunctional incentives for one segment to gain at the expense of
the other.

Other potential interactions between segment and organizational interests occur when
one segment sells products or services to another segment of the sume organization for a price
called the transfer price. For example, when one segment produces a component and sells it
to another segment that then incorporate* the component in u final product, a transfer price is
requited. Transfer prices also apply to services, such as when a product manager buys adver¬
tising services from the marketing support segment. The transfer price for the component or
service is revenue to the producing segment and a cost to the acquiring segment. Thus, transfer
prices allocate profit among segments—a change in the transfer price increases the computed
profit for one segment and decreases the profit for the other segment—without affecting profit
for the firm as a whole.

Transfer pricing policies ore especially important in decentralized companies where top
management believes that segment autonomy has important benefits. In such companies, seg¬
ment managers decide how many products or services will be transferred from one segment
to another Delegating these decisions to segment managers creates benefits when the segment
managers, being "closer to the action," have better information than top management about
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ilic ilems being transferred. The challenge to such companies is to design a transfer pricing
policy thai motivates segment managers to transfer the quantity of products and services that
both maximizes the segment's profitability metric and is also in the l>est interests of the com¬
pany as a whole. There is seldom a perfect transfer pricingpolicy, so decentralization inevitably
leads to some dysfunctional transfer decisions. But companies that adhere to a decentralization
philosophy believe that the benefits of decentralization and the preservation of segment auton¬

omyexceed the costs ofoccasional dysfunctional decisions.
When there is little information advantage at the segment level, companies generally

centralize decisions and have top management dictate the quantity and price of products and
services transferred between segments. This ensures that segment managers cannot make a
decision to transfer an amount of a product or service that is not in the company's best interests.

Purposes of Transfer Pricing
What does a decentralized company want from its transfer pricing system? Ideally, it wants to
ensure that managers who make decisions to improve their segment's performance also increase
the performance of the company as a whole. Therefore, acompany wants profitability metrics that
reward the segment manager for decisions that increase the profitability of the entire company
For example, transfer prices should guide managers to make the best possible decisions regarding
whether to buy or sell products and services inside or outside the total organization. Decisions by
the buying and selling segment managers, acting without top-management intervention, should
be the best decisions for their segment and for the entire organization. In other words, deci¬
sions that increase a segment's profitability metric should lead to increasedprofitability for the
company as a whole.

Organizations use avariety of transfer prices.They use cost-based prices for some transfers,
market-based prices for other transfers, and negotiatedprices for others. Therefore, do not expect
to find a single, universally applicable answer to the problemof transfer pricing. There is no
perfect transfer-pricing system. Almost ever)' manager in a decentralized organization has had
experience with transfer-pricing systems that seem less than ideal. For example, a manager at
Weyerhaousrr, a large wood-products firm, called transfer pricing his firm'* most troublesome
management control issue.

A General Rule for Transfer Pricing
Although no single rule always meets the goals of transfer pricing, a general rule can provide
guidance:

transfer price outlay cost + opportunity cost

As described earlier on page 422, outlay costs require a cash disbursement. They are essen¬
tially the additional amount tlie producing segment must pay to produce the product or service.
Opportunity cost is the contribution to profit that the producing segment forgoes by transfer¬
ring the item internally. For example, if capacity constraints prevent a segment from producing
enough to meet both external demand and internal demand from die other segment, the oppor¬
tunity cost is the contribution margin the producingsegment could have received from selling in
the external market rather titan transferring internally.

Why does this rule provide incentives for segment decisions that also maximize profitability
for die firm as a whole? Consider the following example of two hypothetical Nikedivisions. The
fabric division (the producingdivision) is considering transferring the fabric required for ugolf
shirt to die sportswear division (tlie buyingdivision), as shown in Exhibit 10-6.

Objective 7
State the general rule for transfer
pricing and use it to assess transfer
prices based on total costs, variable
costs, and market prices

WjrtcDtvtton

Outlay Cost - $6
Opportunity Cost- $4

Fabric
Transfer Prfce- $10

Sportswear Dtifeion
Cost ÿ Transfer Price + Other Costs- $10 + $12 - $22
HnaiSellingPrice -$25

Exhibit 10-6
Transfer Pricing Example
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Suppose ihe fabric division's S4 opportunity cost arises because it can get $10 by selling die
fabric to a buyer outside the company Thus, the foregone contribution by milselling to llie out¬

side buyer is S10 -$6 = S4. At any transfer price less than SIO, die producing division is belter
off selling the fabrics to the outside buyer rather than transferring it. Thus, the minimumtransfer
price the fabric division would accept is $6 4 S4= SIO.

Now consider how much the item is worth to the sportswear division. For die fabric to lie
profitable to the sportswear division, it must be able to sell the final product for more than die
transfer price plus the other costs itmust incur to finish and sell theproduct. Because it can sell
the golf shirt for S25 and its other costs are $12, the maximum price the sportswear division
would be willing to pay is $2S -$12 SI3. At any higher price, die sportswear division would
choose not to produce the shirt at all. But there is a second constraint: The sportswear division
will not pay more to the fabric division than it would have to pay an outside supplier. Thus, die
largest transfer price acceptable to the sportswear division is die lesser of ( I> S 13 or <2) die cost
charged by an outside supplier

Now consider the transfer decision from the company's point of view. Transfer is desirable
whenever (I) die total cost to the company for producing the fabric internally ($10, including
opportunity cost, as determined by the fabric division) is less than its value to die company (SI3
as determined by the sportswear division), and (2) the fabric division's costs (again including
opportunity costs) are less than the price the sportswear division would have to pay to an outside
supplier. The first criterion guarantees that the company does not decide to produce a product
where the total cost to produceexceeds the final selling price to the end user. The secondguaran¬
tees dial it does not pay more to produce the fabric internally than it would have to pay to buy it
in the marketplace. The only transfer price that will always meet these criteria is SIO. ihe fabric
division's outlay cost plus opportunity coslWhy? Any price between $10 and SI3 meetsthe first
criterion However, only SIO meets the second because any transfer price above SIO opens die
possibility that the sportswear division will buy the fabric externally when the company would
be hetteroff producing and transferring it from the fabric division.

Exhibit 10-7 summarizes the division's decision and the effect on Nike as a whole when
an outside supplier ofTers the fabric at either greater than $10 or less than SIO At a SIO transfer
price, regardless of what price outside suppliers oiler, die division managers, acting indepen¬
dently, make the decision that ismost profitable for the company asa whole Any other transfer
price creates a possibility of a manager making the decision that is best for his or her segment
but not for die company as a whole The fabric division would reject the transfer at less dian S10
regardless of how much profit it creates for the sportswear division The sportswear division
would reject the transfer whenever the transfer price is greater than the price from alternative
sources.

Note that any traaster price greater than the S10 price specifiedby the general rule runs die
risk of the sportswear division purchasing outside die company even when the internal cost is
lower. For example, with a transfer price of S12 and an outside purchase cost of $1 1 ,die sports¬
wear division would pay SII to the outside supplier when die company could have spent only
$10 (including opportunity cost) to produce the fabric in the fabric division

Thisgenera] ruledoesn't always provide a unique transfer price For example, suppose there
isno outside supplier for the fabric (but continue to assume diere is an outside customer dial will
buy from the producing division for SIO). Then the general rule tells us only dial die transfer

Best Decision for Division

Do not transfer—buying division
rejects transfer because buying
interna#/ will reduce its profits

Exhibit 10-7
Effects of a $10 Transfer
Price on Decisions

OutsideSupplier Price

Less than SIO

Greater than SIO If value to buying dreision is greater
than S10:Transfer at SIO—both
dreisions benefit

Best Decision for Company

Do not transfer—buy from outside
supplier because it is cheaper for the
company as a whole

Transfer—cost of internal production is
less than cost of buying externally

If value to buyingdivision is less than Do not transfer—value of the fabric to
S10: Do not transfer—buying division the company is less than Its cost
rejects transfer
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price must he greater than $10 (the outlay cost plus opportunity cost for the producing division)
and less than $13 (the final selling price minus the outlay costs for the sportswear division).

Thus, the rule does not specify a specific price within this range. As another example, suppose
that when selling the fabric to the outside buyer, there Isa $.75 shipping and handling cost that
is saved if the fabric is transferred internally. The general ruledoes not tell us how to allocate the
$.75 savings between the two divisions.

Because transfer-pricing systems have multiple goals, there is no universally optimal trans¬
fer price Nonetheless, the general rule provides a good benchmark by which to judge transfer-
pricing systems. We analyze the following trausfer-pricing systems, the most popular systems in
practice, by examining how close the transfer price comes to the benchmark of outlay cost plus
opportunity cost:

I. Market-based transfer prices
2. Cost-based transfer prices

a. Variable cost
b. Full cost (possibly plus profit)

3. Negotiated transfer prices

In addressing these transfer-pricing systems, we will assume that a company has multiple divi¬
sions that transfer items to one another, and that the company wants to preserve segment auton¬

omy in a decentralized operation.

Market-Based Transfer Prices
When there is a ready market for an item or service transferred from one segment to another.
transfer pricing policies are straightforward The common maxim is "if a market price exists,
use it."The more competitive the market, the better the maxim applies

If there is a competitive market for the product or service being transferred internally,using
the market price as a transfer price will generally lead to goal congruence Why? Because die
market price equals the variable cost plus opportunity cost

transfer price = variable cost + opportunity cost

= variable cost + ( market price - variable cost )
= market price + variable cost - variable cost

= market price

If the selling division avoids some marketing and delivery costs when selling internally,
many companies deduct these costs from the market price when computing the transfer price.
That is, die transfer price is the net amount the selling division would receive selling the item on
the market after deducting marketing and delivery costs.

To illustrate market-based transfer prices, reconsider the two hypotheticaldivisions of Nike.
The fabric division makes fabrics it sells directly to external customers as well as to other Nike
divisions, such as die sportswear division The fabric division makes a particular fabric for an
outlay cost of $6 and can sell it to external customers for $10. The sportswear division can buy
that same fabric on die market for SIO and use it to make a golf shirt, spending an extra $12 in

production costs. Tlie golf shirt sells for $25. Should the sportswear division obtain die fabric
from the fabric divisionof Nike or purchase it from an external supplier?

Assume for the moment that the fabric division can sell its entire production to external
customers without incurring any marketing or shipping costs. The manager of the fabric divi¬
sion will not sell the fabric for less than $10 Why? Because he or she can sell it on the market
for SIO, so any price less than SIO will reduce the manager's division's profit Furthermore, die
sportswear division manager will refuse to pay a transfer price greater than SIO for the fabric for
each golf shirt Why? Because if die transfer price is greater than SIO. he or she will purchase
the fabric from die external supplier for the lower price of SIO in order to maximize his or her
division's profit. The only transfer price that allows both managers to maximize their division's
profit is $10. the market price. If the managers had autonomy to make decisions, at any transfer
price other than $ 10 one of the managers would decline the internal transfer of the fabric.

Now suppose the fabric division incurs a $.75 per square yard marketing and shipping cost

that it can avoid by transferring the fabric to the sportswear division instead of marketing it
to outside customers. Most companies would then use a transfer price of S9.25. often called a
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"market-price-minus" transfer price. The fabric division would get the same net amount from
the transfer <$9.25 with no marketing or shipping costs) as from an external sale (S10 less S.75
marketing and shipping costs), whereas the sportswear division saves $.75 per shirt. The fabric
division will produce and transfer the fabric only it the transfer price is at least $9.25, and the
sportswear division will buy the fabric internally only if it costs less than SIO and is worth at
least $9.25 to the division. These criteria drive a decision to transfer only if it is in Nike's overall
best interests.

While market-based transfer prices generally provide the correct incentives, market prices
are not always available. Therefore, we next discuss some other systems commonly used in the
absence of market-based prices.

Transfers at Cost
When market prices don't exist, most companies resort to cost-based transfer prices. In fact,
about half the major companies in the world use a cost-based transfer-pricing system. However,
there are many possible definitions of cost. Some companies use only variable cost, others use
full cost, and still others use full cost plus a profit markup. Some use standard costs, and some
use actual costs. Cost-based transfer prices are easy to understand and use, but they can easily

dysfunctional decision lead to dysfunctional decisions—decisions in conflict with the company's goals. The key to
Any decision that is inconflict successful cost-based transfer prices is to minimize such dysfunctional decisions. Let's examine

with organizational goals, some of these cost-based transfer-pricing systems.

TRANSFERS AT VARIABLE COST Companies that transfer items at variable cost implicitlyassume
that lite selling division has no oppoitunity cost. Why? Because the outlay cost is generally about
equal to variable cost: transfer price = outlay (variable) cost 4 $0. Therefore, a variable-cost
transfer-pricing system is most appropriate when the selling division forgoes no opportunities
when it transfers the item internally, for example when there is plenty of excess capacity in the
selling division.

Variable-cost transfer prices cause dysfunctional decisions when the selling segment has
significant opportunity costs. In our fabric division-sportswear division example, there are
two ways this could happen. First, if there are positive opportunity costs, the fabric division
manager would turn down any transfer, preferring to pursue the alternative opportunities,
perhaps selling the fabric on the open market or using facilities to make a different, more
profitable, fabric. This would be dysfunctional if the sportswear division could make more
profit from its golf shirt than the fabric division makes from pursuing its alternative opportu¬
nities. Second, realizing the lack of incentive for the fabric division to transfer the fabric, top
management might insist that the fabric division produce and transfer the fabric. This would
be against the company's interests if the fabric division passes up opportunities that yield
more profit than the sportswear division's golf shirt. In addition, this policy violates segment
autonomy,

TRANSFERS AT FULL COST OR FULL COST PLUS PROFIT Full-cost transfer prices include not only
variable cost but also an allocation of fixedcosts. In addition, some companies also add amarkup
for profit. This implicitly assumes the allocated fixed costs (and, if included, the profit markup)
is a goodapproximation of the opportunity cost. In cases of constrained capacity, where the sell¬
ingdivision cannot satisfy all internaland external demand for its products, the opportunity cost
is positive. As explained in lite previous section, when the opportunity cost is positive, variable-
cost transfer prices are problematic. While there is no guarantee that adding an allocation of
fixed cost is a good approximation of the opportunity cost, it may bea better approximation than
assuming a zero opportunity cost. Some companies believe that using activity-based costing
improvescost-based transfer prices, as described in the Business Fitst box on page 429.

Dysfunctional decisions arise with lull-cost transfer prices when the selling segment
has opportunity costs that differ significantly from the allocation of fixed costs and profit. In
our example, suppose the fabric division has excess capacity so that opportunity cost is zero.
Nevertheless, it has large fixed costs so that the full cost of the transferred fabric includes
$8 of fixed cost in addition to the $6 variable cost. At a transfer price of $14, and assum¬
ing an external supplier either doesn't exist or would also charge at least $14, the sporLswear
division would refuse the transfer unless it could sell the golf shirt for at leust $ 14+$12 =$26.

Therefore, because the shirt sells for $25, the sportswear division woulddecide not toproduce it.
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But this decision costs Nike a contribution margin of $25 - ($6+ $12) $7. The decision not
to produce the shirt is dysfunctional—that is, it conflicts with Nike's goal of generating addi¬
tional profit.

Cost-based transfer prices can create problems when a company uses actual cost rather than
standard cost as a transfer price. Because the buying division will not know its actual cost in
advance, it will not be able to accurately plan its costs. More importantly,a transfer price based
on actual costs merely passes cost inefficiencies in the selling division along to the buying divi¬
sion. Therefore, the selling division lacks incentive to control its costs. Thus, we recommend
using budgetedor standard costs Insteadof actual costs for cost-based transfer prices.

Finally, cost-based transfer prices can undercut segment autonomy and sometimes lead to
conflicts between segment and organizational goals. Suppose managem believe it is best for the
company to transfer an item internally rather than purchasing it externally but also believe that
the transfer price is unfair to their segment. They may either do what they think top management
wants but resent its negative effect on their segment, or they may do what is Itest for their seg¬
ment, ignoring its negative impact on the organization as a whole. Neither alternative is desirable.

Supporters point out that cost-based transfer prices ore easy to understand and inexpen¬
sive to implement. Ilowever, any cost-based transfer price can lead to dysfunctional decisions.
Companies transferring goods or services in the absence of market prices must decide whether
the effects of dysfunctional decisions are great enough to abandon cost-based transfer prices.
One alternative is to give up decentralized decision making—essentially have top management
dictate whether to transfer items internally or purchase them from external suppliers—hut this
also sacrifices the benefits of decentralization. Another alternative is negotiated transfer prices,
which we discuss next.

Making Managerial Decisions

Consider the following datu concerning a subassembly thai
Willamette ManufacturingCompany produces in its fabricat¬
ing division and uses in product* assembled in its assembly
division.

fabricating Division

Variable cost of subassembly $35

Hxccsa capacity (inunit*) 1.000
Assembly Division

Market price for buying the subassembly
from external sources $50

Number of units needed 'AMI

Ifyou were the manager of the fabricating division, what is the
lowest transfer price you would accept for the subassembly?
Ifyou were the manager of the assembly division, what is the
most you would he willing to pay for the subassembly? Is there
a transfer price that would motivate production and transfer of
the subassembly? If so, what is the price?

Answer
The fabricating division has excess capacity, .soits manager
would he willing to accept any price above the variable cost of
$35. The assembly division can buy the subassembly for $50

on the external market, .soits manager would be willing to pay
no more than $50 to buy it from the fabricating division. The
transfer would take place at some price between $35 and $5(1.

Negotiated Transfer Prices
Companies heavily committed lo segment autonomy often allow managers to negotiate transfer
prices. The managers may consider both costs and market prices in their negotiations, though
they are not required to do so. Supporters of negotiated transfer prices maintain that the manag¬
ers involved have the hesi knowledge of what the company will gain or lose by producing and
transferring the product or service, so open negotiation allows ilie managers to make optimal
decisions. Critics of negotiated prices focus on the time undeffort spent negotiating, an activity
thai adds nothingdirectly to the profits of the company.

Let's look at how our fabric division and sportswear division managers might approach a
negotiation of a transfer price. The sportswear division manager might look at the selling price
of the golf shilt,S25, less the additional cost the division incurs in making it, $ 1 2, and decide to

purchase fabric at any transfer price less than $25 -$ 1 2 = SI 3. The sportswear division will add
to its profit by making and selling the shirt if the transfer price is below $13. At u transfer price
above SI3, the sportswear division will choose to not make and sell the shirt, assuming there is
no other supplier of fabric at a price below $ 13.
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Similarly, the fabric division manager will look at what it costs to produce and transfer the
fabric. Ifthere is excess capacity and thus no opportunity cost, any transfer price above $6 will
increase die fabric division's profit. Negotiation will result in u transfer if the maximum transfer
price the sportswear division is willing to pay is greater than the minimum transfer price the fab¬
ric division is willing to accept. The fabric division manager is willing to accept any price above
$6 and the sportswear division manager will pay up to $13. The exact transfer price will depend
on the negotiating ability and power of the two division managers.

Now suppose there is no excess capacity in the fabric division and an outside customer

is willing to pay $10 for the fabric. Transferring the fabric internally causes the division to
give up a contribution of $4 as well as paying variable costs of $6, so the minimum trans¬
fer price acceptable to the fabric division is now $10. A transfer will take place at a price
between $10 and $13.

If the opportunity cost had been more than $7, a transfer would not occur. Why'.' Because
the fabric division's minimum price of $6 variable costs plus opportunity cost would now l»e
greater than $13 and the sportswear division's maximumprice would be just $13. This decision
is exactly what Nike would prefer. When die fabric division's opportunity cost is less than $7,
the golf shirt is more profitable than the fabric division's other business, and the transfer should
occur. When the fabric division's opportunity cost is greuter than $7, the additional contribution
from the fabric division's other business will lie greater than the sportswear division's contri¬
bution on the shirt, and die transfer should not occur. Therefore, the manager's decisions are
congruent with the company's best interests.

What should top management of a decentralized organization do if it sees segment managers
makingdysfunctional decisions duougli their negotiations? As usual, the answer is, "It depends."
Top management can step in and force the "coirect" decision, but doing so undermines segment
managers' autonomy and die overall notion of decentralization. It also assumes top manage¬
ment hits the information necessaiy to determine the correct decision. Most important, frequent
intervention results in recentralization. Indeed, if more centralization is desired, the organization
might want to reorganize by combining segments.

Top managers who wish to encourage decentralization will often make sure that both pro¬
ducing and purchasing division managers understand all the facts and then allow the managers
to negotiate a transfer price. Ever* when top managers suspect that the segments might make a
dysfunctional decision, they may swallow hardand accept the segment manager'sjudgment as a
cost of decentralization. (Repeated dysfunctional decision making may be a reason to change the
organizational design or to change managers.)

Well-trained and informed segment managers who understand opportunity costs and the
behavior of fixed and variable costs will often make better decisions than will top monageis.
The producing division manager knows best die various uses of its capacity, und the purchasing
division manager knows best what profit can be made on the items to be transferred. Inaddition,
negotiation allows segments to respond llexibly to changing market conditions when setting
transfer prices. One transfer price may lie appropriate in a time of idle capacity and another when
demand increases and operations approach full capacity.

Multinational Transfer Pricing
So far. we have focused on how transfer-pricing policies affect the motivation of managers.
However, in multinational companies, other factors muy dominate. For example, multinational
companies use transfer prices to minimize worldwide income taxes, import duties, und tariffs.
For example, Nike might prefer to make its profits in Singapore, where the marginal corporate
tax rate is less dian half the late in the UnitedStates.

Suppose a division in a high-income-tax-rate country produces a component for another
division in a low-income-tax-rate country. By setting a low transfer price, the company can
recognize most of the profit from the production in the low-income-tax-rate country, thereby
minimizing taxes. Likewise, items produced by divisions in a low-income-tax-rate country and
transferred to a division in a high-income-tax-rate country should have a high transfer price to
minimize taxes.

Sometimes import duties offset income tax effects. Most countries base import duties on
the price paid for on item, whether liought from on ouLside company or transferred from another
division. Therefore, low transfer prices generally lead to low import duties.

Objective 8

Identity the factors affecting mull-
national transfer prices.
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Activity-Based Costing and Transfer Pricing
T<>v.» Pharmaceutic.!IIndustries Lii .is a global health¬
care company specializing In pharmaceuticals. It is headquar¬
tered in Israeland had 20 1 1 sales of $ 18.3 billion. Teva entered
the lucrative generic drug market In the mid-1980s. Each of
the marketing divisions purchases generic drugs from the
manufacturing division. As part of its strategy, the company
decentralized its pharmaceutical business into cost and profit
centers. Prior to decentralization, each marketing division was
a revenue center. With the new organizational structure, man¬
agement had co decide how to measure marketing division
costs because profits were now the key financial performance
metric.

A key cost to the markecing divisions is the transfer
price paid for drugs purchased from the manufacturing divi¬
sion. Management considered several alternative bases for
the company's cransfer prices. Market price was not a feasible
basis for transfer pricing because there was no competitive
market. Negotiated prices were rejected because manage¬
ment believed the resulting debates over the proper price
would be lengthy and disruptive. Teva adopted variable cost

(raw material and packaging costs) transfer pricing for a short
time but eventually rejected ic because It did not lead to con¬
gruent decisions—managers did not differentiate products
using many scarce resources from those using few. Further,
when a local source for che drug did exist, the market price
was always above the variable-cost transfer price. Thus, man¬
agers In Teva's manufacturing division had little incentive to

keep costs low.
Management also rejected traditional full cost that did not

capture the actual cost structure of the manufacturing divi¬
sion. Specifically, the traditional full-cost system undercosted

the low-volume products and overcosted the large-volume
products. The system traced only raw materials directly to

products. It divided the remaining manufacturing costs into
two cost pools and allocated them based on labor hours and
machine hours. One problem with the traditional system was
its inability to capture and correctly allocate the non-value-
added cost of setup activity. Management did not know the
size of the errors in product cost, but the lack of confidence in
the traditional cost system led to rejection of full cost as the
transfer-pricing base.

Then Teva's management adopted an activity-based-
costing (ABC) system to improve the accuracy of its prod¬
uct costs. The ABC system has five activity centers and
related cost pools: receiving, manufacturing, packaging, qual¬
ity assurance, and shipping. Because of the dramatic Increase
in cosdng accuracy, management was able to adopt full activ¬
ity-based cost as the transfer price.

Teva's managers are pleased with their transfer-pricing
system. The benefits include increased confidence that the
costs being transferred are closely aligned with the actual
short- and long-run costs being incurred, increased com¬
munication between divisions, and an increased awareness
of the costs of low-volume products and the costs of capac¬
ity required to support these products. They believe their
activity-based costs are the best approximation to outlay cost

plus opportunity costs because the allocation of the fixed
costs is a good measure of the value (opportunity cost) of the
resources being consumed.

Sourcai: Adapted from Robert Kaptftn, Dm Welu. end Eyal Dwheh. "Trawler
Prloni with ABC'" Manafenv* Amxrtlnj. t*iy, 1997. pp. 20 M; end Teva
PtanneccuOcil Indiatrier Ltd. 2011Annual Report

Tux authorities also recognize the incentive to set transfer prices to minimize tuxes and
import duties. Therefore, most countries have restrictions on allowable transfer prices.
U.S. multinationals must follow an Internal Revenue Code rule specifying that transfers be
priced at "arm's-length" market values, or ut the price one division would pay another if they
were independent companies. Even with this rule, companies have some latitude in deciding an
appropriate "arm's-length" price.

Consider a high-end running shoe produced by an Irish Nike division with a 12% income
tax rate and transferred to a division in Germany with a 40% rate. In addition, suppose Germany
imposes an impoil duty equal to 20% of the price of the item and that Nike cannot deduct this
import duty for tax purposes. Suppose the full unit cost of a pair of the shoes (translated to U.S.
dollars) is $100, and the variable cost is $60. If tax authorities allow either variable- or lull-
cost transfer prices, which should Nike choose? By transferring at $100 rather than at S60, the
company gains $3.20 per unit:

_Effect of Transferring at $100 Instead of at $60_
Income of the Irishdivision is $40 higher, therefore, it pays 12% X $40 more income taxes $(4.80)

Income of the German division is $40 lower; therefore, it pays 40% X $40 less income tuxes 16.00

Import duty is paid by the German division on an additional $100 -$60 =$40; therefore, it pays 20% x $40 more duty (8.00)

Net savings from transferring at $100 instead of $60 $ 3.20

429
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Companies may also use transfer prices to avoid the financial restrictions imposedby some
governments. For example, a country might restrict ilie amount of dividends paid to foreign
owner*. It may be easier for a company to get cash from a foreign division as payment for items
transferred than as cash dividends.

In summary, transfer pricing becomes even more complex in a multinational company.
Multinationalcompanies try to achieve more objectives through transfer-pricing policies,and the
objectives sometimes conflict with one another.

Summary Problem forYour Review
PROBLEM
ReconsiderNike's fabric division and sportswear division described earlier on page 408.
In addition to the data there, suppose the fabric division has annual lixed manufacturing casts

of SHOO,(MM) and expected annual productionof enough fabric to make KM).(MM) golf shiits.
'Hie "fully-allocatedcost" of the material for one golf shirt is as follows:

Variable costs

I4xcdcosts, $X00,tKMI + llK).(MK) shirts

I'ully allocated cost of the material for one golf shirt

Assume that the fabric division has idle capacity. The sportswear division is consider¬
ing whether to buy enough fabric for I0,(MM) golf shirts. It will sell eachshirt for $25. The
additional processing and selling costs in the sportswear division to produce and sell one shirt
are $ 12. If Nike bases its transfer prices on fully-allocated cost, would the sportswear divi¬
sion managerbuy? Explain. Would the company as a whole benefit if the sportswear division
manager decided to buy? Explain.

SOLUTION
The sportswear division manager would not buy. The fully-allocated cost-based transfer price
Of $14 would make the acquisition of the fabric unattractive to the sportswear division:

Sportswear Division:

Sales price of tinal product $25

Deductcosts

'IVunsfcr price puid to the fabric division (fully-ullocuted cost) S14

Additionalprocessing and selling costs 12

'Ibtal costs to the sportswear division 26

Contribution to protit of the sportswear division $ (1)

Company as a whole:

Sales price of tinal product $25

Deduct variable costs and opportunity costs

Fabric department S A

Sportswear department 12

'Ibtal vuriahlc and opportunity costs IH

Contribution to company as a whole $ 7

The company as a whole wouldbenefit by S70,(MM) (10,(XX) shirts x $7) if the fabric division
produces and transfers the fabric.

The major lesson here is that transfer prices based on fully-allocated costs may induce the
wrong decisions when tliere is idle capacity in the supplier division. Woricing in his or Iter own
best interests, the sportswear division manager has no incentive to buy from the fabric division.

$ 6.00

8.00

$14.00
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Keys to Successful Management Control Systems
Like management in general, management control systems are more art than science. A company
such as Nike will certainly include many subjective factors as well as more objective measures
of profitability in its performance-evaluation system. Intelligent use of the available information
is as important as generating the information itself. Next, we briefly explore three factor* that
help managers interpret and use management control information.

Focus on Controllability
As Chapter 9 explained (see Exhibit 9-5, page 380), companies should distinguish between the
performance ofthe division manager and the performance of the division as an investment by the
corporation. Top management should evaluate segment manager* on the basis of their control¬
lable performance. Ilowever, management should base decisions such as increasing or decreas¬
ing investment in a division on the economic viability of the division, not on the performance of
its managers.

This distinction helps to clarify some vexing difficulties. For example, top management
may use an investment hase to gauge the economic performance of a retail store, but judge
the store's manager by focusing on income and ignoring any investment allocations. The aim
is to evaluate the manager on controllable factors, but controllability depends on what deci¬
sions managers etui make. In a highly decentralized company such as Johnson & Johnson or
General Electric, lor instance, managers can influence investments in assets and can exercise
judgment regarding the appropriate amount of short-term credit and some long-term credit,

Investment decisions that managers do not influence should not affect their performance
evaluations.

Objective 9

Explain how controllability and
management by objectives
(MBO) aid the implementationot
management control systems.

Management by Objectives and Setting Expectations
Management by objectives (MBO) describes the joint formulation by managers and their
superiors of a set of goals and plans for achieving the goals lor a forthcoming period. For
our purposes here, the terms goals and objectives are synonymous. The plans often take the
form of a responsibility accounting budget (together with supplementary goals, such as levels
of management training and safety that managers may not incorporate into the accounting
budget). The company then evaluates a manager's performance in relation to these agreed-on
budgeted objectives. It is important that managers' expectations be consistent with those of
their superiors.

An MBO approach tends to reduce complaints about lack of controllability because man¬
agers first agree on a reasonable budget. That is, a particular manager and his or Iter superior
negotiate a budget for a particular period and a particular set of expected outside and inside
influences. For example, by evaluating results compared to expectations, a manager may
more readily accept an assignment to a less successful segment. Why? Because a manager
can reasonably expect to meet goals that recognize that the segment is economically strug¬

gling. Thus, an MBO system is preferable to a system that emphasizes absolute profitability
for its own sake. Unless evaluation focuses on meeting reasonable expectations, able man¬
agers will he reluctant to accept responsibility for segments that are in economic trouble.
Whether using MBO or not, skillful budgeting and intelligent performance evaluation will
go a long way toward overcoming the common lament, "I'mbeing held responsible for items
beyondmy control."

.MBO is also especially useful in nonprofit organizations where financial goals may he less
important than nonfinancialgoals. Managers can set objectives that fit well with overall organi¬
zational objectives. The accompanying Business First box on page 432 illustrates how an aca¬
demic institution can use decentralization to further the university's financial iuid nonfinancial
objectives.

Budgets, PerformanceTargets, and Ethics
Organizations can minimize many of the troublesome motivationaleffects of performance evalu¬
ation systems by the astute use of budgets. We cannot overemphasize the desirability of tailoring
budgets to a particular manager. For example, either on ROl or an economic profit system can
promote goal congruence and managerial effort if top management gets everybody to focus on
what iscurrently attainable inthe forthcoming budget period.

management by
objectives (MBO)
The joint formulation by
managers and their superiors
of uset of goals and plans
for achieving the goals for u
forthcoming period.



Business First
Decentralization in Academia
Corporations are not the only types of organizations that
decentralize. Many nonprofit organizations, such as universi¬
ties. hospitals, and churches, also decentralize by delegating
decision-making authority to segments of the organization. It is
Important for each segment to sec objectives consistent with
the overall organizational goals.

An example of such an organization Is Harvard
University. Using a philosophy of "every tub on Its own bot¬
tom," Harvard is divided Into 1 1 academic units: (I) Faculty
of Arts and Sciences, which Includes Harvard College.
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, and Division of
Continuing Education; (2) Business School; (3) Design School;
(4) Divinity School; (5) Graduate School of Education;
(6) John F. Kennedy School of Government; (7) Law School;

(8) Medical School; (9) Dental School; (10) School of Public
Health; and (II) Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Scudy. At
the head of each unit Is a dean appointed by the president
The dean is directly responsible for his or her unit's finances
and organization. In essence, each unit functions like a divi¬
sion of a decentralized corporation. Although the units have
a great deal of independence, they must still set financial and
nonfinanclal objectives that are consistent with Harvard's
goals, and their accomplishments will be measured against
their objectives.

Because each unit at Harvard Is responsible for its own
revenues and expenses, many of the Issues are similar to

those of a for-profit corporation. The governing board that is
responsible for che day-to-day operations at Harvard—called
the Harvard Corporation and known formally as the President

and Fellows of Harvard College—is a seven-member board
headed by the president To effectively manage the university.
the board needs information from the units, but it intention¬
ally does not directly make decisions for the units—that is left
to the deans. Only when reports Indicate that something Is
awry does the board intervene.

To the extent that the units are Independent of one
another, decentralization works well. But, just as In a for-
profit organization, difficulties can arise when there are real
or potential interactions among units. For example, how
Is tuition divided among units when students admitted to

one unit take classes in another? This Is a classic transfer-
pricing problem. Or what about two units (for example the
Law School and the Business School) competing for a par¬
ticular faculty member. How is the good of the entire uni¬
versity reflected in such hiring decisions? Or how does the
university encourage cross-functional programs and research
Involving more than one unit? Or how does the university
choose whether to invest scarce funds into the Dental School
or the Divinity School? These are all issues that arise from
decentralization.

Like any organization, Harvard must balance overall orga¬
nizational objectives versus the advantages of local decision
making and superior motivation of divisional authority. While
Harvard is an example of decentralization, other universities
favor a more centralized approach.

Source "Huvurd at a GUnce" <hapÿW»/w.harvardoduiHuvantÿUncehurrf).

Using hudgels as performance targets also lias its dangers. On pages 292-294 of Chapter 7
we pointedout how misuse of budgets lor performance evaluation can lead to lying and cheat¬
ing. Companies that make meeting a budget too important when evaluating managers may moti¬
vate unethical behavior. Top management at companies such as WorldCom gave "making the
numbers" such a highpriority that when it became clear that asegment would not meet its goals,
managers fabricated the accounting reports. At Enron, the consequences of poor performance
evaluations were so great that managers played bookkeeping games and allegedly manipulated
electricity prices to make their performance look better. The lesson is that "astute" use of bud¬
gets is good, hut using budgets to put unreasonable pressure on managers can undermine the
ethics of an organization.

As we said earlier in thechapter, "You get what you measure." It is important to use measures
that are consistent with organizational goals. Yet. measurement is only part of the management
control system. Managers should also think hardabout how they use the measures to achieve the
organization's objectives. Evengood measures can lead to dysfunctional decisions when manag¬
ers misuse them. A management control system is only as good as the managers who use it.

432
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Highlights to Remember
I. Define decentralization and identify its expected benefits and costs. As companies grow,

the ability of managers toeffectively plan anilcontrol becomes more difficult because top manager* arc
further removed from ilay-to-day operations. One approach to effective planning and control in large
companies is to decentralize decision making. This means that top management gives mid- and lower-
level manager* the authority to make decisions that impact the suhunil's performance. "Hie more that
decision-making authority is delegated, the greater the decentralization. Often, the suhunit manager is
most knowledgeable of the factors that management shouldconsider in the decision-making process.

2. Distinguish between responsibility centers .and decentralization, fop management must
design the management control system so that it motivates managers to act in the best interests of the
company. This is done through the choice of responsibility centers and the appropriate performance
metrics and rewards. The degree of decentralization does not depend upon the type of responsibility
center chosen. For example, a cost-center manager in one company may have more decision-making
authority than docs a profit-center manager in a highly centralized company.

3. Explain how the linking of rewards to responsibility-center performance metrics
affects incentives and risk. It is generally a good idea to link managers' rewards to responsibility-
center results to promote goal congruence However, linking rewards to results creates risk for the
manager. The greater the influence of uncontrollable factors on a manager's reward, the more risk the
manager hears.

4. Compute return on investment (ROI), economic profit, and economic value added
(EVA). It is typical to measure the results of investment centers using a set of performance metrics
that include financial measures, such as return on investment (KOI),economic profit, or economic
value added(EVA). ROI is any income measuredivided hy the dollar amount invested and is expressed
as a percentage. Economic profit,or economic value added, is operating income less a capital charge
based on the capital invested. It is an absolute dollar amount.

5. Compare the incentives created by income, ROI, and economic profit (or EVA)
performance measures Income performance measures create incentives to make decisions that
increase income, without regard to the resources required. KOIcreates incentives to adopt any and all
projects with returns greater than existing ROI, rather than with returns greater than the cost of capital.
EVA directly incoqxiratcs the cost of capital and provides incentives to adopt those projects with
returns greater than the cost of capital.

6. Define tiamfor prionand identify their purpose. In lurgc companies with many different seg¬
ments, one segment often provides products or services to another segment. Deciding on the umount

the selling division shouldcharge die buying division for these transfers (the transfer price) is difficult
Companies use various types of transfer pricing policies. The overall purpose of transfer prices is to
motivate managers to act in die best interests of the company, not just their segment.

7. State the general rule for transfer pricing and use it to assess alternative transfer
prices based on total costs, variable costs, or market prices. As a general rule, transfer
prices shouldapproximate the outlay cost plus opportunity cost of the producing segment. Each type of
transfer price has its own advantages and disadvantages. Each has a situation where it works hesi, and
each can lead to dysfunctional decisions insome instances. When a competitive market exists for the
product or service, transfer prices based on market prices usually lead to goal congruence and optimal
decisions. When idle capacity exists in the segment providing the pioiluct or service, transfer prices
based on variable cost usually lead to goal congruence. Cost-based transfer prices should usually he
based on planned, rather than actual, costs. If a company uses actual costs, there is little incentive for
the selling segment manager to minimize costs and the receiving segment manager docs not know the
cost inadvance, which makes cost planning difficult.

6. Identify the factors affecting multinational transfer prices. Multinational organizations
often use transfer prices us a means of minimizing worldwide income taxes, import duties, and tarilfs.

9. Explain how controllability and management by objectives (MBO) aid the implemen¬
tation of management control systems. Regardless of what mcusurcs a management control
system uses, measures used to evaluate managers should focus on only the controllable aspects of
pcrfonnancc. MHO can focus attention on performance compared to expectations, which isbetter than
evaluations based on absolute profitability. Misuse of budgets and performance metrics can motivate
managers to violate ethical standards.
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Accounting Vocabulary

agency theory, p.412
cupiiul charge, p. 4 1 8
cupiiul turnover, p. 4 1 5
centralization, p. 400
cost of cupiiul, p. 4 18
ilcceiilruli/utinn, p. 400
dysfunctional

decisions, p. 426
economic profit, p. 418

economic value added
(EVA),p. 418

gross book vulue, p. 416
incentives, p. 412
munugement by objectives

(MBO). p. 431
net book value, p. 416
net operating profit after-las

(NOPAT), p. 418

performance metric, p. 4 12
residual income, p. 4 1 8
return on investment

(ROJ), p. 414
return on sales, p. 415
segment autonomy, p. 4 10
transfer price,p. 422

Accounting Fundamental Assignment Material

10-AI ROI and Economic Profit Calculations
Consider the following data (in thousands):

Division

Hubert Duane Louis
Average invested capital $2,<XX) $6IK> $1,800
Revenue 3,600 1,200 9,000

Income 180 84 216

I. For each division, compute the return on sales, the capital turnover, und the return on
investment (ROD-

2. Which division is the best performer if evaluation is based on ROI? Expluin.
3. Suppose each division is assessed a cost of cupital of 10% on invested capital. Compute

die economic profit for euch division. Which division is the best performer bused on economic
profit? Expluin.

I0-A2Transfer-Pricing Dispute
Zurich fiquipemenl. SA, u Swiss transportation equipment manufacturer, is heavily decentralized
Eachdivision heud bus full authority on all decisions regarding sales to internal or extemul customers
live Lucerne division has always acquired a certain equipment component from the Geneva divisioi
The Geneva division recently ucquired specialized equipment lliul is used primarily to make this con
ponent.The Geneva division bus informed the Lucerne division diut its fixed costs have incrcused b
CIIF 25 per unit because of the depreciation charges on the new equipment, so die unit price will be
increased to CUT'' 325. However, the Lucerne division's munugemenl has now decided to purchase the
Component from outside suppliers uluprice of CIIF 300.

The Genevu division has supplied the following pn»duction cost data for this component:

Annual production of component (all for sale to Lucerne division) 3,000 units
Geneva's vuriablc costs per unit CHF 280

Geneva's tixedcosts per unit CHF40

I. Suppose there are no alternative uses of die Geuevu facilities und that fixed costs will continue if
Genevu no longer produces Ihe component for Lucerne. Will die company us a whole benefit if
die Lucerne division buys from the outside suppliers for CHF 300 per unit? Show compulations
U) support your answer.

2. Suppose there is an ullcniulive use for the Geneva facilities. If llie Geneva facilities are used to
produce the component for the Lucerne division, the Genevu division will give up u contribution
of CUT 85,000 from this alternative use. Should the Lucerne division purchase from outsiders at
CIIF 300 per unit?
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3. Suppose lliul there urc no alternative uses for Genevu'.s internal facilities and that the outsider*'
selling price drops by CIIF 50 toCIIF250. Should the Lucernedivision pure-base from outsiders?

4. As the president, how would you respond if the Genevu division manager requests that you
require the Lucerne division topurchase the component front Geneva? Would your response dif¬
fer depending on the specific situations described in numbers 1-3?Why?

I0-A3 Transfer Pricing
Refer to problem I0-A2, number I only. Suppose the Geneva division could modify the component
at an additional variable cost of CIIF 25 per unit und sell the 3,000 units to other customers for CIIF
330. Then, would the entire company benefit if d»e Lucerne division purchased the 3,000 components
from outsiders at CIIF 300 per unit?

I0-A4 Rate of Return and Transfer Pricing
Consider the following duta regarding budgeted operations for 20X7 of the Austin division of Tcxus
Products:

Average total assets

Receivables $220,000

Inventories 2'JO.dK)

Plant and equipment, net 450,OIK)

Total $ 960.000
Pixcd overhead $ 300.0110
Variable costs S.72 per unit

Desired rate of return on average total assets 20%

Fxpcctcdvolume 150,000 units

I. u. Whul average unit salesprice docs the Austin division need to obtain its desired rule of return
on average total assets?

b. What would be the expected cupilul turnover?
c. Whul would he the return on sales?

2. a. If the selling price is us previously computed, whut rale of return will the division cum on
total us.sets if sules volume is 170,000units?

b. If sules volume is 130,000units?
3. Assume that the Austin division plans to sell 45,000 units to the Galveston division of Texas

Products and thut it cun sell only 105,000 units to outside customers at the price computed in
requirement la.The Galveston division manager has bulked at a tentative transfer price of $4. She
has offered $2.25, claiming that she cun manufacture the units herself for thut price. The Austin
division manager has exumined his own dutu. He hud decided that be could eliminate $60,000 of
inventories, $00,000 of plant und equipment, und$22,500 of fixed overhead if he did not sell to
the Gulvcxlon division und sold only 105,000 units to outside customers. Should the Austin divi¬
sion manuger sell for $2.25? Show computations to support your answer.

10-BI ROI or Economic Profit
Melbourne Co. is u large integrated Australian conglomerate with shipping, metals, und mining
operations throughout Asia. Melbourne is just sturting a new manufacturing division and the newly
appointed general munager pluns to submit a proposed capital budget for 20X8 for inclusion in the
company-wide budget.

The division rnunagcr hus for consideration the following projects,all of which require an outlay
of capilul. All projects have equal risk.

Project Investment Required Income

1 $4,H00,<KX> $1,200,000
2 i.yot.tiot 627,(KXI

3 1,400,000 182,(XXI

4 ¥50,000 152,(KM)

5 650,000 136,50)

6 300,000 90,000
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Tlic division munuger must decide which of die projects to take. The company has ucost of cupiiul of
20%. An amountof $ 12 million is uvailublc to the division for investment purposes.

I. What will he the total investment, total return, return on cupitul invested, and economic profit of
die rationaldivision manager if
u. the company has urule that munugcrs should accept all projects promising a return on invest¬

ment of at least 15%?
b. the company evaluates division manager* on the return on capital invested (assume this is

unew division so dial investedcupiiul will consist only of capital invested innew projects
udopted by the manager)?

c. the division manager is expected to maximize economic profit computed using die 20% cost
of capital"?

2. Which of the three upprouches will induce live most effective investment policy for the company
us a whole? Explain.

I0-B2 Computing EVA
A company that uses EVA reported the following results for 20X4 und20X5 (in millions):

20X4 20X5

Pretax operating income $6,105 $6,100
Clash taxes 1,686 1,620

Avcrugc adjusted invested capital wus 516,125 million in 20X4 and $18,1 10 million in20X5, and the
cost of capital wus 14%inboth20X4 and 20X5.

I. Compute die company's EVA for 20X4 und 20X5.
2. Compure the compuny'x performance in creating value for its shareholders in 20X5 with dial in

20X4.

I0-B3 Transfer Pricing
Spartan Enterprises iuiis a chain of drive-in ice cream stands in I.unsing during the summer season.
Managers of all stands arc told to act us if they owned the stand and ure judged on their profit per¬
formance. Spartan Enterprises bus rented an ice cream machine for die summer for $3,600 to supply
its stands with ice cream. Spartan is not allowed to sell ice cream to oilier dealers because il eun-
not obtain u dairy license. Tlic munuger of Ihc ice cream machine charges the stands $4 |>er gullon.
Operating figures for the machine for the summer ure as follows:

Sales to the stands ( I6,<MX) gallons at $4) $64,0tX)

Vuriablc costs, at $2.00 per gallon $32,000

I4xcdcosts

Rental of machine 3,600

Other tixed costs 10.000 45.600

Opcruting margin $18,400

The munuger of the Okemos Drive-In, one of die Spartan drive-ins, is seeking permission to
sign u contract to buy ice cicum from an outside supplier ul $3.35 u gallon. The Okemos Drive-In
uses 4,000 gallons of ice cream during die summer. Eli/.ubcth Chuk, controller of Spurtan, refers
this request to you. You determine that die other fixed costs of operating the machine will decrease
by $900 if the Okemos Drive-In purchases from an outside supplier. Chuk wants an analysis of the
request in terms of overull company objectives und un explanation of your conclusion. What is the
appropriate transfer price?

I0-B4 Rate of Return and Transfer Pricing
The Scndui division of Shusci Toy Compuny munufuclures units of the game Shogi undsells them
in the Jupunese murkcl for ¥7,350 each. The following datu ure from the Scndui division's 20X8
budget:
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Vuriuhlc cost

Fixedoverhead
Total assets

V 4.<XK) per unit

V 5,7(10,000
V16,(HK),(MK)

Shusei has instructed the Scndui division to budget u rule of return on lotul assets (before tuxes)
of 24%.

1. Suppose Ilie Scndui division expects to sell 3,350 gumes during 20X8.
u. What rule of return will be eunied on total assets?
b. What would be the expected cupitul turnover?
c. What would be the return on sulcs?

2. Tltc Scndui division is considering adjustments in Ilie budget to reach the desired 24% rate of
return on lotul ussets.
a. How many units must be sold to obtain the desired return if no other part of the budget is

changed?
b. Suppose sales cannot be increused beyond 3,350 units. Ilow much must total ussets he

reduced to ohluin the desired return? Assume that for every ¥1,000 decrease in lotul assets,
fixed costs decrease by ¥100.

3. Assume that only 2,050 units can be sold in the Jupuncsc rnurket. However, unolher 1,200 units
can he sold to the Europeun marketingdivision of Shusei. Tlvc Scndui munuger has offered to sell
the 1,200units for ¥6,450 each. The European marketing division manuger has countered with an
offer to pay ¥6,150 per unit,claiming that she can subcontract production to an Ituliun producer ut
ucost equivalent to ¥6,150. The Scndui munuger knows thul if his pntduclion fulls to 2,050 units,
lie could eliminute some ussets, reducing total ussets to ¥1 1 million uml unnuul fixed overheud to

¥5.4 million. Should llie .Scndui munuger sell for ¥6,150 per unit? Support your unswer with llic
relevant computations. Ignore the effects of income taxes und import duties.

Additional Assignment Material

QUESTIONS
I0- 1 "Decentralization has benefits und costs."
Nume three of each.
I0-2 Sophisticulcduccounling und communica¬
tions systems uid decentralization. Explain how
they accomplish this.
I0-3 Why is decentralization more populur in
profit-seeking organizations than in nonprofit
organizations?
I0-4 "Hie essence of decentralization i.s the use
of pmfit center*." Do you ugree?Explain.
I0-5 Whut kinds of organizations find decen¬
tralization to be preferable to centralization?
I0-6 According to agency theory, employment
contracts bulunce what three factors?
I0-7 Whut is the major benefit of the ROI tech¬
nique for measuring performance?
I0-8 Whut two mujor items affect ROT?
I0-9 How docs economic profit differ from net
income?
10-10 Define economic value added (EVA)
and describe three ways ucompany can improve
its EVA.
10-11 Division A's ROT is 20%. und B\s is 10%.
Hiecompany pays each division munuger a bonus

busedon hisor Iterdivision's ROI.Discuss whether
each division munuger would accept or reject
a proposed project with a rule of return of 15%,

Would citlicr of them muke a different decision if
die company evuluuted managers using economic
profit witha capital churge of 1 1%?Explain.
10-12 Give three possible definitions of
invested cupitul lliut we cun use in measuring
ROIor economic profit.
10-13 "Managers who use u hixloricul-cosl
accounting system look backward ut what some¬
thing cost ycslerduy, instead of forward to what it
will cost tomorrow." Do you ugree? Why?
10-14 Ross Company uses net book value as
u measure of invested capital when comput¬
ing ROI. A division munuger has suggested lliut
the company change to using gross hook value
inslcud. Whut difference in motivation of divi¬
sion munugen* might result fnim such a change?
Do you suppose most of the assets in llie division
of the munuger proposing the change ure rela¬
tively new or old? Why?
10-15 Why do compunics need transfer-pricing
systems?

MyAccountingLnb
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10-16 Describe two problems that can urisc
when using acluul full com us u iruiisfci price. i

10-17 How does the presence or absence of I
idle capacity uffeel the optimal transfer-pricing
policy? i

10-18 "'We use vuriable-cost transfer prices to
ensure lhal we make nodysfunctional decisions." I
Discuss.
10-19 What isthe major udvunluge of negotiated
transfer prices? What is the major disadvantage?

CRITICALTHINKING EXERCISES

I0-20 Discuss two factors that affect mulli-
national transfer prices hut have little effect on
purely domestic transfers.
1 0-2 1 Describe management by objectives
(MBO).
I0-22 How cun performance measurement lead
to unethical behavior by munugers?

10-23 Decentralization
Many companies implement orguni/ulional change* to ccnlruli/c or decentralize operations only to
follow with later changes in the opposite direction. Why might a company that at one time decentral¬
izes decide later to centralize?

10-24 Comparing Financial Measures of Performance
'•Birth ROT und economic profit use profit and invested capital to measure performance. Therefore it
really doesn't mutter which we use." Do you agree? Explain.

10-25 Performance Metrics and Ethics
"Financial performance metrics cause managers to ignore ethics und focus just on meeting their
profit targets. After all. look at what huppened at Enron. Global Crossing, WorldCom. Tyco,
HealthSouth,undseverul other companies."Evaluate this quote. Cun financial performance metrics
be compatible with ethical behavior?

10-26 Transfer Pricing and Organizational Behavior
The principle reason for transfer-pricing systems is to communicate data that will lead to goal-
congruent decisions by munugers of different business units. When managers take actions that
conflict with organizational goals, dysfunctional behavior exists. Why docs lop management some¬
times accept a division munuger's judgments, even if the division manager appears to behave in u
dysfunctional manner?

EXERCISES

10-27 Simple ROI Calculation
You ure given the following data;

Sales

Invested cupital
Net income

*227,51K),(MK)

* 65,000,000
5 9,100,000

Compute the following;

I. Turnover of cupital
2. Return on sules
3. Return on investment (ROI)

10-28 Simple ROI Calculation
Fill in the blunks:

Division

A B c
Return on sules 6% 4% _*
Cupital turnover 3 5
Rate of return on invested capital % 18% 20%
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10-29 Simple ROI and Economic Profit Calculations
Consider the following data:

Division_X_Y_Z
Invested capital $1,050,000 S_ $1,200,000

Income $_ S 142.800 $ 210,000
Revenue $W10,000 S2.8S6.000 $_
Return on sales 3% _% _%

Capital turnover _ _3.S

Rutc of return on invested capital _% _10,5* _
*

I. Prepare usimilur tabularpresentation, filling inall blunfcs,

2. Suppose euch division is assessed a capital charge bused on a cost of capital of 10% of invested
capital. Compute lite economic profit fur each division.

3. Which division is the hesl performer?Explain.

10-30 EVA
Lohmunn Corporation is u major supplier to mufcers of outdoor power equipment. According to the
company's annual report, "management subscrihcs to the premise that the value of ttur company is
enhanced if live capital invested in its operations yields ucash return that is greater than that expected
by the providers of capital."

The following data are from Lohmann's annual report that incorporate EVA adjustments U) oper¬
ating profit und uventge invested cupilul (amounts in thousands):

20X1 20X2

Adjusted before tux operating profit S 78.0(H) $ 80,000

Cÿish taxes 20.5(H) 22.6(H)

Adjusted uvcrugc invested capital 650.0(H) 6(H),(HH)

Cost of capital 9.4% 9.4%

I. Compute the EVA for Kolununn for 20X Iand 20X2.
2. DidLohmann's overall performance improve from 20X1 to 20X2? Expluin,

10-31 Comparison of Asset and Equity Bases
Hope Company has uxscts of $3 million und long-term, 12% debt of Sl,240,000. Crosby Company
bus assets of $3 million and no long-term debt. The unnuul opcruling income (before interest) of both
companies is $690,000. Ignore tuxes.

I. Compute die rate of return on
a assets, und
b. stockholders' equity.

2. Evuluule the rclulivc merits of euch base for uppruising operating management.

10-32 Finding Unknowns
Consider the following dulu:

Division

J K L

Income $45(MHH) s S

Revenue s s *Invested cupital

Returnon sales

$

5%.

S5.<MK).(MK)

9%

S20 (HXi<HH)

%

Capital turnover

Rate of return on investedcupital

Cost of capital

Economic proht *

6

%

7%

*

27%

14%

2

16%

%

$ 2(H),(HH)
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I. Prepurc a similur tubulur presentation, filling inall blunks.
2. Which division is Ihe hcsl performer?Explain.

10-33 Gross Versus Net Asset Value
The Alexandria division of Atkinson Company just purchased an asset for $120,000. The asset has a
3-year life. Atkinson's top management evaluates Lisa LaVilla, manager of the Alexandria division,
bused on ROI for this asset. She can chooNe to measure die ussel using either gross asset value or nel

asset value. Her operating income before depreciation each year is $100,000.

I. What is the Alexandria division's ROI for each of live 3 years using the gross asset vuluc?
2. Whut is the Alexandria division's ROI for each of lite 3 years using the net usset value?
3. If LuVillu expects Atkinson to Iriuisfer her to a different division in about a year, which asset

valuation policy would she prefer?

10-34 Variable Cost as a Transfer Price
A chair's vuriuble cost is S52 and its market value as a piece of unfinished furniture is $65 ul a transfer
point from the assembly division to the finishing division. The finishing division's vuriuble cost of
sanding and finishing the chair is $26, and die selling price of the chair after sanding and finishing
is $83.

I. Prepare a tabulation of Ihe contribution margin per unit for die finishing division's performance
and overall company performance under the two alternatives of <u) selling to oulsiders at the
transfer point and (b) sanding and finishing the chair und then selling to outsiders.

2. As finishing division manager, which alternutive would you choose? Expluin.

10-35 Maximum and Minimum Transfer Price
Sherwin Company makes bicycles. Various divisions make components uud Irunsfer them to the
Dayton division for assembly into final products. Tlie Dayton division can also buy components
from external suppliers. The Toledo division makes the wheels, and il also sells wheels to external
customers. All divisions are profit centers, und managers ure free to negotiate transfer prices. Prices
and costs for Ihe Toledo and Daytondivisions are us follows:

Toledo Division
Sales price to external customers

Internal transfer price

Costs

Variable costs per wheel

'Ibtal fixedcosis

Budgeted production_
"Include production fur Iramler Ui Dayton

Dayton Division
Sales price to external customers $ 170

Cost*

Wheels, per bicycle V

Other components, per hicyclc $ 85

Other variable cosis, per bicycle $ 45

'Ibtal fixedcoses $640,1KM1

Budgeted production 1 6.1KMt bicycles

Fixedcosts inboth divisions will be unuffectcd by tire transfer of wheels from Toledo to Dayton.

I. Compute Ihe muximtim Irunsfer price per wheel lire Dayton division would be willing to puy to
buy wheels from the Toledo division.

$ 14
•>

$ 10

$320,OtIO

64,0110 wheels*
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2. Compule ihe minimum transfer price per wheel ut which the Toledo division would he willing lo
produce und sell wheels lo ihe Daytondivision. Assume thai Toledo has excess capacity.

10-36 Multinational Transfer Prices
Princeton International has production und marketing divisions throughout Ihe world. It produces one
purliculur product in Ireland,where Ihe income lux rule is 24%, und transfers il to a marketing division
in Japun, where Ihe income lax rule is 45%. Assume ihut Japan places un import lux of 13% on Ihe
product und thai import duties are not deductible for income lux purposes.

The variuhle cost of dtc product is C500 und the full cost is £800. Suppose the compuny can
legally select u transfer price anywhere between lite variable und full conL

I. Whut Irunsfcr price should Princeton International use Lo minimize tuxes? Explain why this is the
lax-minimizing trunsfer price.

2. Compule the umount of taxes suved by using the trunsfer price in requirement I instead of the
trunsfer price thut would result indie highest taxes.

PROBLEMS

10-37 Agency Theory
The Tumuru International Trading Compuny plans to hire a munuger for its division in Mexico
City. Tumuru Intemulionul'x president und vice president of personnel ure trying lo decide on un
appropriate incentive employment contract The munuger will operate fur from the Tokyo corporate
headquarters, so evaluation by personal observution will be limited. The president insists that a
lurge incentive to produce profits is neccxsury; he fuvors u salary of ¥150,000 and a honus of 10%
of the profits above VI,200,000. If operations proceed as expected, profits will be ¥4,600,000, tutd
the munuger will receive ¥400,000. But both profits and compensation might be more or less than
plunned.

The vice president of personnel responds thul ¥400,000 is more thun most of Tumuru
International's division managers make. She is sure that the compuny can hire a competent manager
for a guaranteed salary of ¥400,000. She urgued, "Why pay ¥400,000 when we cun probably hire Ihe
same person for ¥400,000?"

I. Whut fuclors would uffcct Tumuru Intcrnulionarschoice of employment contract? Include a dis¬
cussion of the pros und wins of euch proposed contract.

2. Why is the expected compensation more with lite bonus phut thun with the straight sulury?

10-38 Margins and Turnover
Accountants often express ROI us the product of two components—cupitul turnover und return on
sules. You arc considering investing in one of three companies, all in the same industry,und ure given
the following information:

Company

_Adam_Basil_Collin
Sales $8,5(X),<XX) $ 1,300,000 $29,000,000

Income $ 765,000 $ 180,000 $ 180,000

Capital 53,200,<HX) $12.tXHMXH» $12,000,000

I. Why would you desire the breakdown of return on investment into return on sales und turnover on
capital?

2. Compute die return on sules, turnover on cupitul, und ROI for the Utrcc companies, und comment
on the rclulive performance of the companies us thoroughly us the dutu permit.

3, Notice Ihut Busil und Collin have the same income and cupitul but vastly different levels of sales.
Discuss the types of strategies ihut Busil und Collin might be employing.
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10-39 ROI by Business Segment
ViuMediu docs business in ihrce different business JtegmcnU: (1) entertainment, (2) publishing/
inlormulion, and (3) consumer/commercial finance. Results f«»r a recent year were us follows
(in millions):

Revenues Operating Income Total Assets

Entertainment SI,050 $210 $1,000

Publishing/Information S 700 SI40 SI,400
Consumer/Commercial finance SI ,060 $265 $ 848

I. Compute llic following for each business segment:
a. Relurn on sales
b. Cupilal turnover
c. ROI

2. Comment on the differences in ROI umong the business segments. Include reasons for the
differences.

10-40 EVA Versus Economic Profit
Tire primury difference between the EVA und economic profit measures is the increased focus on
cash flow by EVA. For example, economic profit generally uses the provision for income tuxes
from the income statement while EVA uses cash taxes puid. EVA companies typicully make several
adjustments (from 5 to 15 adjustments for llic typicul EVA company) to both operating income from
die income statement und invested capitul from the balance sheet. Common examples include adjust¬
ments for R&D, FIFO, and warranty costs.

Tlic following data were taken from the 20X3 annual report of Burton Company (thousands of
dollars):

Income from operations $ 267,400

Provision for income taxes 57,455

Net EVA adjustments added to income from operations 5,398

Additional capital employed from hVA adjustments 234,159

Ending total shareholders' equity 845,632

Clash taxes 64,800

Ending total current liabilities 340,125

binding total assets 1.834.456
Beginning total shareholders' equity 841,589

Beginning total current liabilities 471.859
Beginning total assets 1.889.321
Management's estimate of die cost-of-cupital 11.3*

Prepare u schedule that calculates and compared EVA to economic profit for BurtonCompany.

10-41 EVA
The Jeske Company had die following financial results for two recent fiscal years (in millions):

Year 2 Year 1

Revenues $4,463 $4,510
Operating expenses 3,569 3,615

Cash income luxes 292 255

Average invested capital (total assets less current liabilities) $2,854 $2,689

I. Suppose Ihut Jeske' s cost of capital is 1 1.5%. Compute die company's EVA for years I und 2.
Assume definitions of ufter-tux operating income und invested capital us reported in Jeske 's
annual reports without adjustments udvocutcd by Stern Stewart or others.

2. Discuss the change inEVA between years 1and2.
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1 0-42 EVA and Cost of Capital
Tlie HollCompany uses EVA (o evaluate lop munugemenl performance. In 20X8, Hole hud ncl oper¬
ating income of SO,210 million, income luxes of $1,395 million, und average noncunent liabilities
plus stockholder.' equity of $27,555 million.Thecompany's capital isuhoul 55% long-term debt and
45% equity. Assume that die uftcr-tux cost of debt is 10% und the cost of equity is 12%.

I. Compute Holt's EVA. Assume definitions of ufler-lux operating income und invested cupitul as
reported in Holt's annual reports without adjustments advoculcd by Stern Stewart.

2. Explain what EVA tells you ubout die perfonnuncc of the top management of Holt in20X8.

10-43 Evaluation of Divisional Performance
As the CEO of Middling Hurdwure Company, you examined the following meusurcs of the perfor¬
mance of three divisions (in thousands of dollars):

Average Net Assets Based On Operating Income Based On*

Division Historical Cost Replacement Cost Historical Cost Replacement Cost

Tbold $15,000 $16,000 $2,600 $2,500

Appliances 44,<HX) 55,000 6,750 6,150

Lighdng 27,01X1 48,(KM! 5,<KX) 3,<XH>

"liw difference* in operating income betweenhistorical and raidaoement cart aio attributable u» the difference* in
depredation expense*.

I. Calculate for each division the rule of return on net ussets and the economic profit hased on his-
mricul cost und on replacement exist. For purposes of calculating economic profit, use 10% us the
cost of cupitul.

2. Runk the perfonnuncc of each division under each of die four different measures computed in
number I.

3. Whut do these measures indicate uhoul the performance of the divisions? Of the division
munugcrs? Which measure do you prefer? Why?

10-44 Use of Gross or Net Boole Value of Fixed Assets
Assume that a machine shop acquires $520,000 of fixed assets with a useful life of 4 years und
no residual value. The shop uses straight-line depreciation. The company judges the shop munuger
bused on income in relation to these fixed assets. Annual net income, after deducting depreciation,
is $20,000.

Assume that sales, und ull expenses except depreciation, are on a cash husis. Dividends equul net
income. Thus, cash in die umounl of Che depreciation charge will accumulate each year. The pluril
manuger's performance is judged inrelation u> fixed ussels because ull current assets, including cash,
arc considered under central-company control. Assume (unreulisticully) thai any cash accumulated
remainsidle. Ignore tuxes.

I. Prepurc a comparative tabulation of the plant's rate of return und the company's overall nile of
return hased on
a gross (i.e.,original cost) ussels.

b. net book vulue of ussets.
2. Fvuluute the relative merits of gross assets und net book value of ussets as investment buses.

10-45 Role of Economic Value and Replacement Value
(This problem requires understanding of live concept of present values. Sec Appendix B.)

'To me, economic value is the only justifiable basis for measuring plunt ussets for puiposes of
evaluating perfonnuncc. By economic value, T mean the present vulue of expected future services.
Still, we do not even do diis on acquisition of new ussels—dial is, we muy compute u positive net
present vulue, using discounted cash flow; but we record the usscl at no more than its cost. In this way,
die excess present vulue is not shown in the initial balance sheet. Moreover, the use of replacement
costs insubsequent yeurs is also unlikely to result inshowing economic vulucs. Tlic replacement cost
will pmbubly be less than the economic vulue ulany given inslunlof an usscl's life.

"Market values ure totally unuppealing to me becuuse they represent u second-best ultcrnulive
vulue—that is, they ordinarily represent the maximum umounl obtainable from an alternative that hus
been rejected. Obviously, if the market value exceeds die economic value of the assets in use, they
should be sold. However, in most instances, the opposite is true; market vulucs of individual assets ure
fur below their economic value in use.
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"The obtaining and recording of totul present values of individuul assets based on discounted-
cash-lloxv techniques is an infeasihlc ultemutive. I, therefore, conclude that replacement cost (less
accumulated depreciation) of similar assets producing similar .services is the best practical approxi¬
mationof lite economic value of the assets inuse. Of course, it is more appropriate for the evaluation
of the division'sperformance than the division manager's performance."

Critically evaluate llicse comments. Please do not wunder, concentrate on the issues described by
lire quotation.

10-46 Profit Centers and Transfer Pricing in an Automobile Dealership
A large automobile dealership in Chicago is installing u responsibility accounting system and three
profit center*: parts und service, new vehicles, and used vehicles. Top management bus told die three
department munagers to run tlicir shops us if they were inbusiness for themselves. However, there are
interdepartmental dealings. For example,

a. die parts and service department prepares new cars for finul delivery and repairs used cars prior
U) resale.

b. die used-car department's major source of inventory hus been cuts traded in as partial payment
for new cars.
The owner of the dealership has asked you to druft u company policy statement on transfer

pricing, together with specific rules to he upplied to the examples cited. He hus told you that clurily is
of paramount importance because he will rely on your statement for settling transfer-pricing disputes.

10-47 Transfer Pricing
The shocks und struts division of Transnational Motors Compuny produces strut assemblies for
uulomohiles. It hus been the sole supplier of strut assemblies to the automotive division und churges
$48 per unit, die current market price for very large wholesale lots.The shocks and struts division ulso
sells to ouLside retail outlets, ut $61 per unit. Normally, outside sales amount to 30% of a totul sulcs
volume of 1 million strut assemblies per year. Typical combined unnuul dutu for the division follow:

$38,500,000

4.200,000

Flint Auto Puils Company, un entirely separate entity, has offered the automotive division compuru-
ble sliut assemblies at a firm price of $42.70 per unit. The shocks und struts division of Transnational
Motors claims that it cannot possibly mutch this price because it could not earn any margin at the
price Flint is offering.

I. Assume that you ure the munagcr of the automotive division of Transnational Motors. Comment
on the shocks and struts division's claim. Assume that normal outside volumecannot he increased.

2. Now assume die shocks und struts division believes that it can increase outside sales by 700,000
strut assemblies per year by increasing fixed costs by $2.5 million und vuriuble costs by $4.50
per unit while reducing die selling price to $58. Assume (hut muximum cupucity is I millionstrut
assemblies per yeur. Should the division reject intrucompany business and concentrate solely on
outside sales?

10-48 Transfer-Pricing Concession
You ure die divisionalcontroller of the U.S. division of Sumtech Electronics. Your division is operat¬
ing at capacity. The Australian division has asked the U.S. division to supply u sound system (chip
und speaker), which it will use in a new model Game Box that it is introducing. The U.S. division
currently sells idenlicul sound systems to outside customers ul$ 1 1.00 each.

The Australian division hus offered to pay $7.00 for each sound system. Tlve totul cost of the
Game Box is us follows:

Purchased pans from outside vendors

Sound system from U.S. division

Other vuriablc costs

I4xedoverhead

Total

Sales $51,900,000

Vuriablc costs, at $38.50 per strut ussembly
I4xcdcosts

Total costs $42,700,000

Gross margin $ 9.200.0(H)

$28.10

7.00

17.50

10.00

$62.60
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The Auslruliun division is operating ul 50% of capacity, and this Game Box is an important
new product introduction to incieusc ils use of capacity. Bused on a target-costing approach, the
Australian division munugement has decided that paying more than $7.00 for the sound system
would make productionof the Game Box infeasihle because the predicted selling price for the Game
Box is only S62.00.

Sumtech Electronics evaluates divisional munagcn> on the basis of pretax ROI and dollar profits
compared to the budget. Ignore taxes and tariffs.

I. As divisional controller of the U.S. division, would you recommend supplying the sound system
U) die AusUulian division for $7.00 each? Why or why not?

2. Would it he to the short-run economic advantage of Samlcch Electronics for the U.S. division to
supply the sound systemto the Australian division? Expluin your answer.

3. Discuss the organizational and behavioral difficulties, if uny, inherent in this situation. As the
U.S. division controller, what would you advise the Sumtcch Electronics president todo in this
situation?

10-49 Transfer Prices and Idle Capacity
Tlie Eugene division of Union Eurnilure purchases lumber, which it uses to fabricate tables, chairs,
and other wood furniture. It purchases most of the lumber from Shustu Mill, also a division of Union
Furniture. Both the Eugene division and Shustu Mill are profit centers.

The Eugene division proposes to produce u new Shaker-style chuir that will sell for $95. The
munuger is exploring the possibility of purchasing the required lumber from Shasta Mill. Production
of 800 chuint is plunned, using capacity in the Eugene division that is currently idle.

The Eugene division can purchase the lumber needed for one cluiir from an outside supplier for
$72. Union Furniture has a policy thut internal transfer are priced ut fully ulloculcd ctsst.

Assume the following cosLs for the production of one chair and die lumber required for the chair:

Shasta Mill—Lumber Cost

Variable wist

Allocated tixed cost

fully ullocutcd cost

Eugene Division—Chair Cost

$48 Variable costs

22 Lumber from Shasta Mill $70
$70 Eugene division variable costs

Manufacturing $23

Selling 6 29

I'otal variublc cost $99

I. Assume that the Shustu Mill has idle capacity and, therefore, would incur no additional fixed
costs to produce the required lumber. Would the Eugene division munuger buy the lumber for the
chair from the Shustu Millgiven the existing transfer-pricing policy? Why or why not?Would the
company us a whole benefit if the munuger decides to buy from tlie Shusla Mill?Expluin.

2. Assume thut there is no idle cupucity at the Shustu Mill and the lumber required for one chuir can
be sold to outside customers for $72. Would lire company us u whole benefit if the Eugene man¬
ager buys from Shasta? Expluin.

10-50 Transfer-Pricing Principles
A luw firm, Amo Legal Services, is dccenlrali/ed with 25 offices mound lite state of California.The
headquarters is bused in Sun Francisco. Another operating division is located in Sun Jose, 50 miles
uwuy. A subsidiary printing operation, ArnoPrinl, is locuted in the lieudquurtcn. building. Top man¬
agement has indicated the desirability of die Sun Jose office using ArnoPrinl for printing reports. All
charges are eventuully hilledto the client, but Amo LegalServices was concerned about keeping such
charges competitive.

ArnoPrinl charges Sun Jose the following:

Photographing page for offset printing (a .setup cost) $.200

Printing cost per page .02

At this rate, ArnoPrinl sales have a 50% contribution margin to fixed overhead.
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Outside bids for 250 copies of a 1 80-puge report needed immediately have been as follows:

Print4U $942.00

Jitty Press 918.25
Kustom Prim 923.50

These three printers are located within a 5-mile radius of Arno Legal Services' Sun Jose office and
cuit huve the reports ready in 2 days. A messenger would huve to he sent to drop off the originul and
pick up live copies. The messenger usually goes to headquarters, but in the past, spcciul trips huve
been required to deliver the original or pick up the copies. It takes 3-4 duys to gel lite copies from
AmoPrint (bccuuse of lite extra scheduling difficulties indelivery and pickup).

Quality control ut AmoPrint is poor Reports received in the past huve contained wrinkled pages,
huve occasionally been mis-collated, or have hud pages deleted altogether. (Inone instance, an inlra-
compuny memorandum including the Sun Jose Office's finunciul performance statistics was inserted
in u report prepared for an outside client. Fortunately, the Sun Jose office detected lite error before
the report was distributed to die client.) Tlte degree of quality control in the three outside print shops
is unknown.

(Although the differences in costs muy seem immaterial in this case, regard the numbers us
significant for purposes of focusing on the key issues.)

I. Ifyou were the decision muker at lite San Jose office of Amo Legal Services, to which print shop
would you give the business? Is this an optimal economic decision from the entire organization's
viewpoint?

2. What would be the ideal transfer price in this cuse, if bused only on economic considerations?
3. Time is un important factor in maintaining client goodwill. There is potential return business from

this client. Given this perspective, what might he the optimal decision fitr the company?
4. Comment on the wisdom of top management in indicating that AmoPrint should be used.

1 0-5 1 Negotiated Transfer Prices
Tlte Lighting division of Ibex Office Furniture needs 1,200 units of u Icudcd-gluss lamp shudc from
the fabricating division. The compuny has a policy of negotiated transfer prices. Tlte fabricating divi¬
sion has enough excesscapacity to produce 2,000 units of the lump shudc. Its variable cost of produc¬
tion is $23. Tlte market price of the lamp shudc to external customers is $39.

What is the natural bargaining range for a transfer price between the two divisions? Explainwhy
no price below your range would he acceptable. Also explain why no price above your range would
be acceptable.

10-52 Transfer Prices and Minority Shareholders
This chapter discussed transferring profits between divisions of u multinational compuny. Another
situation where transfer prices have usimilur effect is when uparent company transfers items to or
from a subsidiary when there are minority shareholders in the subsidiary. Consider the Michelin
Group und its Polish subsidiary, Stomil Olsztyn, of which Michelin owns 70%. Michclin buys
tires from Stomil Ols/lyn at a transfer price. Since Michelin owns a majority of Stomil Olsztyn,
it controls the transfer-pricing policy. The holders of the other 30% of Stomil Ols/.tyn claim that
Michelin scls the transfer prices too low, thereby reducing the profits of Stomil Ols/.tyn. They main¬
tain that Stomil Ols/.tyn would be more profitable if it were ullowed to sell its tires on the murkct
rather than transfer them Ut Michclin. In reply, Michclin rnunugers muinluin Ihul Stomil Ols/.tyn is
more profitable thun other members of the Michclin Group, und, therefore, the transfer prices must
be fuir.

Discuss the incentives for Michclin to transfer tires at a low price from Stomil Ols/lyn to its
Michelin parent. What transfer price do tlte minority shareholders in Stomil Ols/.tyn favor? Use an
exumple of u lire that Stomil Ols/lyn pntduces at a vuriuble cost of €20 thul is transferred to Michelin
for €25. How should MichelinundStomil Ols/lyn establish u fuir transfer price?

10-53 Multinational Transfer Prices
Minnesota Medical Instruments produces a variety of medical products ul its plunl in Minneapolis.
Tlte company has sales divisions worldwide. One of these sales divisions is locuted in Stockholm,
Sweden. Assume that the U.S. income tax rale is 30%, the Swedish rule is 65%, und u 5% import duty
is imposed on medical supplies brought into Sweden.
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One product produced in Minneupolidund.shipped to Sweden is a heurl defibrillator. 'flic variable
cost of production is $200 per unit, und Ihc fully allocated cost is $350 per unit.

I. Suppose the Swedish und U.S. governments allow either the vuriuble or fully allocated cost to he
used us a transfer price. Which price should Minnesota Medical Instruments choose to minimize
die totul of income taxes anil import duties? Compute the amount the company suves if it uses
your suggested transfer price instead of the alternative. Assume import duties are not deductible
for lax purposes.

2. Suppose the Swedish parliament passeda law decreasing d»c income tax rate to 40% und increasing
lite duty on heurt monitors to 15%. Repeut number I,using these new facts.

10-54 Review of Major Points in This Chapter
The Canadian Instruments Company uses the deccnlruli/.ed form of organizational structure und
considers each of its divisions as an investment center. The Toronto division is currently selling
15.000 air filters annually, ulthough it has sufficient productive capacity to produce 21.000 units
per year. Vuriuble manufacturing costs amount to S2I per unit, while the totul fixed costs amount to
$00,000. These 15,000air fillets arc sold to outside customers at $40 per unit.

The Montrealdivision, ulso a purlof Canadian Instruments, hus indicated thut it would like to buy
1 ,500air filters from lite Toronto division, but at u price of $37 per unit. This is the price the Montreal
division is currently paying an outside supplier.

I. Compute the effect on the operating income of Ihc company us u whole if the Montreal division
purchuses the 1 ,500 air filters from the Toronto division.

2. What is the minimum price llau theTorontodivision should he willing to accept for these 1,500air
fillets?

3. What is the maximum price thut the Montrealdivision should be willing to pay for these I ,500 uir
filters?

4. Suppose instead thut the Toronto division is currently producing und selling 21.000 uir filters
unnuully to outside customers. What is lire effect on the overull Canadian Instruments Company
operating income if the Toronto division is required by top munugement to sell 1 ,500uir filters to
d»e Montreal division at (u) $21 per unit and (h) $37 per unit?

5. For this question only, ussumc that the Toronto division is currently euniing an annual operat¬
ing income of $36,000, and the division's uvcruge invested cupitul is $300,000. The division
manager has an opportunity to invest in u proposal that will require un additional investment of
$20,000 and will increase annual operating income by $2,000. (u) Should the division munuger
uccept this proposal if the Canadian Instruments Compuny uses ROI in evaluating the perfor¬
mance of its divisional managers? <b) If the company uses economic profit? (Assume a cost of
cupitul of 7%.)

CASES

10-55 Profit Centers and Central Services
Slur MunufucUiring, munufuclttrer of Starlite brand xmull appliances, hus a process engineering
department (PED).The department's mujor task has been to help Ihcproduction departments improve
their operating methods und processes.

For several years, Star Manufacturing has churged the cost of consulting services to the pro¬
duction departments based on a signed agreement between the managers involved. The agreement
specifies the scope of the project, tlie predicted savings, und the number of consulting hours required.
The charge to tlie production departmcnLs is bused on the costs to the engineering department of Ihc
services rendered. For example, senior engineer hours cost more per hour than junior engineer hours.
An overhead cost is included. The agreement is reully a ''fixed-price" contract. Thut is, Ihc produc¬
tion manager knows die total cost of tlie project in advance. A recent survey revealed dial production
muiiugcrs have u high level of confidence in the engineers.

The PED department manager oversees the work of about 40 engineers und 10 technicians. She
reports to the engineering munuger, who reports to die vice president of manufacturing. The PED
munuger has the freedom to increase or decreuse die number of engineers under licr supervision. The
PED munager's performance evaluation is based on many factors including Ihc annual incremental
savings to the company in excess of the costs of operating the PED department.

Tlie production departments arc profit centers. Tlicir goods urc transferred to subsequent depart¬
ments, such as a sulcs department or sales division, at prices that approximate murkct prices for
similar products.
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Top management is seriously considering a "no-charge" plan. That is, production departments
would receive engineering services at absolutely no cost. Proponents of the new plan muintain diut it
would motivute the production managers to lake heller advantage of engineering talent. In all other
respects, the new system would he unchanged from the present system.

I. Compare the present and proposed plans. What ure their strong and weak points? In particular,
will the PED manager lend to hire the "optimal" amount of engineering talent?

2. Which plan do you favor? Why?

10-56 Management by Objectives
Roger Ruvenhill is the CEO of Iluidu Company. Ravcnhill has u financiul management buck-
ground and is known throughout the organization us u "no-nonsense" executive. When Ruvenhill
becume CEO, he emphasized cost reduction and savings and introduced a comprehensive cost
control and budget system. The company gouls and budget plans were established by Ruvenhill
and given to his subordinates for implementation. Some of the company's key executives were
dismissed or demoted for failing to meet projected budget plans, Under the leadership of Roger
Ruvenhill, Iluidu bus once uguin become financiully stable and profitable ufter several years of
poor performance.

Recently, Ruvenhill hus become concerned with the humun side of the orguni/.ulion and has
become interested in the management technique referred to as "munugemenl by objectives" (MHO).
If there are enough positive benefits of MHO, he plans to implement the system throughout the com¬
pany. However, he realizes thul lie docs not fully understand MHO becuu.se he does not understand
how it differ from the current system of establishing firm objectives and budget pluns.

I. Briefly explain what MHO entails and identify its advantage* and disadvantages.
2. Does Roger RavenhiU'.x munugemenl style incorporate the human-vuluc premises und goals of

MHO? Expluinyour answer.

NIKE 10-K PROBLEM

10-57 ROI and Economic Profit
Examine Niko's segments as defined in Note 18 to its finuncial statements in the 10-K report in
Appendix C. We will use the segment information from the first six segments listed to culculute
approximations to ROI undeconomic profit. Eor purposes of this problem, define segment income
us segment EBIT und define segment assets as the sum of the assets shown in note 18, namely
receivables, inventory,und properly plant und equipment. Therefore, pretax und pre-intcreslROA is
EBIT divided by segment ussels and an approximation to economic profit is EBIT minus a churge
for the cost of capital to finance segment ussels.

Using these definitions, determine ROA undeconomic profit for each segment in 2010 und
201 I using EBIT from Note 18 in the 10-K und the information on segment ussels in the fol¬
lowing luble. Assume thul Nike's cost of capital is 10%. Use your results to evuluule the per¬
formance of each segment. Which segment munugemenl seems to be doing the best job? What
subjective fuctors would you consider, in uddilion to ROA und economic profit, in assessing
segment performance?

Ending Accounts Receivable, Inventories,and Property, Plant, and Equipment

Segment 2011 2010

North America $2,433 $1,941

Western Europe 1,272 1,031

Central und Eastern Europe 448 384

Greater China 471 379
Japan 595 568
Emerging Markets 953 683

Nike Total (includes coiporatc ussels not insegments) $7,968 $6,623
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EXCEL APPLICATION EXERCISE

10-58 Return on Investment and Economic Profit
Goal:Create un Excel spreadsheet loculculale performanceof divisional segments using die ROIand
economic profit methods. Use the results to answer questions about your findings.

Scenario: Tl»e company has asked you to calculate ROI and economic profit for three divisions.
The background dulu for your analysis uppeuis in Pundurneiital Assignment Mutcriul 10-AI. Use un
interest rale of 109J when calculating the cupiuil charge.

When you have completed your spreudslieet, answer die following questions:

I. Which division has the best performance using the ROI method? Using the economic profit
method?

2. Which division has the worst performance under both methods?
3. Which method would you suggest for evaluating die manager of each division?

Step-by-Step:
I. Open a new Excel spreadsheet.
2. Incolumn A, create a bold-faced heading that contains the following:

Row I:Chapter 10 Decision Guideline
Row 2: Divisions Hubert, Duune, midLouis
Row 3: Measures of Profitability
Row 4: Today's Dutc

3. Merge und center die four heading rows across columns A-I.
4. In row 7,creutc the following center-justified column headings:

Column A: Division
Column II: InvestedCupitul
Column C: Revenue
Column I): Income
Column E: Capital Charge
Column F: Economic Profit
Column G: Return on Investment
Column II: Return on Sales
Column I:Capital Turnover

5. Change die fonnai of Economic Profit und Return on Investment lobold-fuced headings.
6. Change the format of die column heudings in row 7 to permit die titles to he displuyed on multiple

lines widiin a single cell.

Alignment tab: Wrup Text: Checked

Nine: AdjiMl column widdu m the heaitlngionly au !wo lire*.

Adjust row height lo insure that row is the same height as adjusted headings.
7. Incolumn A, create die following center-justified row headings:

Row 8: Hubert
Skip a row.
Row 10: Duune
Skip a row.
Row 1 2: Louis

8. Use the scenario data to fill in invested capital, revenue,and income amounts for each division.
9. Use the scenario data and appropriate formulas to calculate capital charge umounls for each

division.
1 0. Use the appropriate formulas from this chapter to calculute economic profit, ROI,return on sales,

and cupitul turnover amounts for each division.
1 1.Format amounts incolumns B,C, I),E,undF for division A as follows:

Number tab: Category: Currency

Decimal places: 0

Symbol: $

Negative numhers: Black with parentheses
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1 2. Formalamount* incolumns B,C,D, E,and F for divisions B and C as follows:

Number tab: Category: Currency

Decimal places: (I

Symbol: None

Negative numbers: Black with parentheses

13. Formal amounts in columns CI and M lo display as percentages without decimal places.

Number tab: Category: Percentage

Decimal places: 0

14. Fonnat the capital turnover amounts to displuy two decimal places, followed by the wordlimes.

Number tab: Category: Custom

Fromdie Type list, highlight the type shown next:

'lype: 0.00

Changethe data in the Type field from 0.00 to the following:

'lype: 0.00 "times"

Click die OK button.
1 5. Save your work, and print a copy for your file*.

Mean: Primyour qimuMiMt uiing lundwape in order to wMiire that all column* appear rm one page.

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING EXERCISE

10-59 ROI
Form groups of three to six students. Tutch student should select acompany. Coordinate the selection
of companies .so thai each group has compunic.s from a wide variety of industries. For example, a
good mix of industries for u group of five .students would he a retail company, a husic manufacturing
company, ucomputer software company, ubank, and an electric utility company.

I. Each student should find the latest annuul report for his or licr company. (If you cunnot find the
company's home page, try www.sec.gov, and seurch llie Security und Exchange Commission's
Edgur files for the company's 10-K report, which will contain its financial statement*) Compute
die following:
a. Return on sulcs
b. Cupitul turnover
c. ROI

2. As a group, compare these performance metrics for die chosen companies. Why do they differ
ucrosscompanies? What characteristic of die company and its industry might explain Ute differ¬
ences in the measures?

INTERNET EXERCISE

10-60 Decentralizationat Marriott International
Decentralization of an organization can occur for many reasons. It may be that the organization is
involved in multiple activities that are not closely reluted to each other, such as construction und
auto sales. In other cuscs, the decision may he due to the structure of the firm's ownership and
how it chooses to manage its image. Let's look ut u firm thut fulls under this cutcgory—Marriott
International.

I. Go to Marriott International's Web site ul www.marriott.com. Does the home page emphasize
corporate information or promotional information?

2. How has ManioU decentralized its businesses? Click on "Explore Our Brands" near the bottom
of die page to find a list of Marriott's divisions. Do you suppose the divisions are cost ccnten.,
profit ccnten., or investment centers?
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3. 0<i Ui Ihe most rcccnl unnuul rcpurl by clicking on "About Murriolt," "Investors." "Financial
Information," and finully click on "Finunciul Reports & Proxy" to find the most recent unnuul
report. Locate the informution on business segments in the Notes to Finunciul Statements. How
many segments does Marriott identify? What ure these segments? Whut information docs the firm
report with respect to cuch of the different segments?

4. Murriolt provides both income and assets for cuch of Ihe segments. Culcululc the return on
uvcrugc totul ussets for the pusl vcur for each of the segments.

5. Whut was the return on uvcrugc totul ussets for Ihecorporation us a whole for lire pastyeur?Given
lire different kinds of business segments the company hus, do you think thul operating return on
uvcrugc totul ussets would he u good measure for cvulualing Ihe individual segments? Whut fac¬
tors might influence your answer?

6. Is Murriolt likely to huvc uny transfer prices? If Murriolt hus transfer*, how do you suppose the
company determines its transfer prices?
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